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Give your space the cutting edge.
Thke a eood look at our new Second

Look'/Btiil-Nose acoustical ceiling.
You'll see an cdge so sharp in deiail,

it cuts through the clutter of commodity
celnngs.

Sophisticated edge detailing and sur.
face scoring present upgrade possibiliries
at a moderate price. Free of acoustical
punches, thee/ro" score lines integrate
with - and disguise - our Suprafine^ grid.

On the practical side, the bull-nose
design reduces edge damage during instal-
lation and maintenance. And}' x 4'
lay-in panels afford easy access and lower
installed costs.

So give your space the cutting edge.
For a brochure, call L 800 233-3823 and
ask for Second Look/Bull-Nose../-\
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No one in this
universe does
more with hollow
metaldoors.
No one, but Curries. Because
Curries makes doors just one way.

The way you want,
exactly.

First off, Curries gives
you more choices. More choices
in face skins, sizes, colors,
grades, types, and configurations
than anybody else.

And you get one thing no
other door has. Curries quality.
Which is nothingless than the
best in materials and
workmanship.

So the Curries doors you
order will not only look good.
They'll meet your toughest
specifications. Interior or exterior.
Commercial, industrial,
educational or institutional. New
retrofit or replacement
applications.

And mostimportiant,
they'll be delivered to you on
time. No ifs, ands, or buts.

Call your Cunies

distributor today. He's got the
inventory ready to go. He can
customize your order locally, on
the spot. And he can take care
of all your finish hardware
requirements.

He's in the Yellow Pages
under'DOORS" or "DOORS-
Metal'i Or see Sweet's 8.2 Cun
Curries Company, 905 South
Carolina, Mason City, tA 50401.
o curries Company 1987 Cu-1587
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Research Grurp Reports Guarded
Optimism Despite Stuggish Economy

Overall, real estate development will be
in a holding pattern in 1988. The realities
of overbuilding, a sluggish economy, con-
cern about user demand for space, the
impact of tax reform, and lender hesi-
tancy all add up to conservative develop-
ment, which means that new buildins starts
will be more selective and less speJula-
tive than in the past. This is the word
from the Real Estate Research Corp.
(RERC) in its newly released report,
"Emerging Tiends in Real Estate: 1988."

Four factors are largely responsible for
this slowdown, according to RERC. Sup-
ply and demand are out of equilibrium in
most markets and are expected to stay
that way for some time. Niche opportuni-
ties are not available in sufficient num-
ber to support all the interested develop-
ers-miniwarehouses, structured parking,
and retirement housing are generally over-
done in most cities and suburbs. New proj-
ect financing became increasingly diffi-
cult to obtain in 1987 and is not likely to
loosen up in 1988. The need for commer-
cial space is not expanding at the rate it
did between 1975 and 1985, as the num-
ber of baby-boomers entering the work
force (and consuming increased goods and
services) has begun to level off.

But even with such good reasons to
slow down development and construction,
some owners are driven by other forces
that will serve to keep new construction
higher over the next year than econo-
mists would like to see. These developers
intend to keep their organizations intact
and plan to do so by taking on new proj-
ects. While in the past, says RERC, home
builden, for example, would have gone
fishing when the building cycle called for
it, medium- to large-size commercial devel-
opers are not willing to cut back now, or
even to maintain a constant level of activ-
ity. And to make matters worse, in RERC's
view, money is readily available. Finan-
cial institutions may be more cautious than
before about new deals, but they are happy
to keep their established customers going.

In the short term this news is not bad-
lor architects-their design services will
be needed for the increased activity-but
cver the not too long term, developers
will be unable to maintain substaniially
vacant buildings and stay in business.

RERC is concerned that stepped-up build-
ing will once more outstrip the existing,
and foreseeable, demand for space. In sen-
sitive markets, such as Dallas and Denver,
even a small volume of new construction
might cause a relapse before these un-
healthy markets can recover.

The greatest activity over the coming
year, in order of preference, is expected
in retail projects, industrial buildings, and
land development for future office space.
Then come single-family residences and
apartment buildings. Excepting only a few
chains, hotel development is not looked
on favorably. Unlike RERC, many of the
developers responding to its survey are
still enthusiastic about office construction.

In 1988, the heaviest concentration of
new retail construction will be in the
Southeast, Southwest, and Northeast. The
expanding population of Florida and the
large and relatively wealthy population of
California are enticing retail developers.
The Northeast has a number of hot spots,
including upstate New York and parts of
Pennsylvania. Large institutions and for-
eign investors are expected to build retail
centers to hold for their own portfolios
in these areas.

Specialty stores are favored investments
and include those targeted to the value-
conscious-Price Club, Wal Mart, and
Venture, to name a few-as well as the
majority, which are targeted to the more
atfluent shopper-such as Banana Repub-
lic, Ann Taylor, and Williams-Sonoma.
Designer boutiques in particular, such as
Ralph [^auren, Calvin Klein, and Valentino,
are expected to appear everywhere. There
will be greater emphasis on the older con-
sumer as the population ages. Department
stores are looking to increase their produc-
tivity, efficiency, and service, which indi-
cates substantial new desisn and construc-
tion. This year and in the-future, retail
developers are expected to put much of
their energy into retail components of
mixed-use projects, urban infill, and
unusual concepts.

Despite the optimism of respondents
to its survey, RERC finds industrial real
estate an uncertain venture this vear. with
wide regional variations. Office develop-
ers trying to keep busy are turning to indus-
trial pdects, increasing the market's poten-

tial for overbuilding. In many places, the
value of industrial projects is in their rede-
velopment because they are near central
business districts, transportation. and water-
fronts. These sites are expected to be prime
development prospects in the next peak
of the construction cycle. High-tech, R&D,
and flex-space industrial projects are sure
losers for the time beins. Northeastern
locations are the most ittractive markets
this year for industrial buildings.

The office market in 1988 should repeat
last year's: oversupplies will continue
almost everywhere. New construction will
decline in the worst markets and continue,
but at a slow pace, in more vital areas.

'As projected last year," says RERC,
"construction of new office projects
dropped in 1986, and figures show a
decline in the first half of 1981. .. . Con-
struction hit its peak in 1985, then declined
by almost 24 percent in 1986. New starts
dropped most precipitously in the south-
ern and western pars of the nation; in
the less overbuilt Midwest, thev were down
by less than 4 percent."

Office construction has not come to a
complete halt, however, as it did in the
1973-1974 downturn. Only in the mosr
severely overbuilt markets has office con-
struction all but stopped. Any new build-
ings, howeveq are providing intense com-
petition to those constructed one to three
years ago and still trying to lease up. How-
ever, RERC is convinced that, from mid-
1987 on, vacancy rates will slowly drop
in most cities as some developers avoid
office projects. Downtown office space
will fare better than suburban for 1988.

In 1986, a record 91,000 new hotel rooms
were brought on line, increasing the total
by 3.5 percent; and 1987 additions totaled
60,000 rooms. This year is expected to
bring more of the same because aggressive
national hotel chains have not been af-
fected by the widespread failure of new
hotels. Good investments this year are
resort hotels, and much attention is siven
to Orlando, Hawaii, and the Caribbe"an.

Land development projects are being
hailed as the smartest. RERC says the
timing is right to purchase, hold, and
develop land in readiness for the next
construction cycle. The best prospects are
underutilized or vacant land in or on the
edge of downtown; infill sites within urban
areas that have zoning and infrastructure
in place; and raw iand on the edge of an
expanding metropolitan area.

Housing markets are expected to re-
main incredibly active during 1988, and
multifamily buildings still look profitable.
There is money being made in the hous-

continued on page 18



The Proven Quality Rooting System

O Insulates

O Seamless

C Durable

C Affordable

Let your new roof pay for itsel{ with
heating and cooling cost savings' A
modern, seamless, sPraYed
polyurethane foam roof stops leaks,
installs fast and is economical and easy
to maintain. For more information,
contact the Polyurethane Foam
Contractors Division of the Society of
the Plastics lndustry, lnc.

Spray Polyurethane Roofing
1-800-52g-61 54 PFCD
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Go ahead. Compare our tracing paper
with theirs. And we know you'll join the
many others who are saylng,

" Move over, cornrytition!
CRYSTALENE@ beats vou

to tlu draw."

CRYSTALENE Competition

Draw on our sqenglh... CRYSTALENE prepared riacing paper. stock up now at
your K&E Dealer. Call for the Dealer nearest vou.
r-800-44s-2633.

The traditbn of excellence continues

Keutfel & Esser Compony
Box 800, Ford Road, Rockaway, NJ 07866

Circle 9 on information card

Thkes ink, pencil and typewriter beautifully

Tiansfer letters stick instead of falling off

Erase, redraw, erase again. . .without "ghosting"

Extra high tear and fold toughness

Permits crisp, sharp copies whether you use diazo,
xerography or microfilm

Backed by a company that's dedicated to
drawing/copying media
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ing market, institutional investors are more
willing to hold apartments in their port-
folios, and home builden have profited
from the size of the trade-up market with
a great deal of amenities. The only caveat
is that interest rates remain relatively low.

Strong housing markets in the Midwest
and the Northeast result from the strength
of demand and the scarcity and high cost
of sites. Today, the most costly housing
markets in these regions are in Boston,
Hartford, and New York City.

Retirement housing is not being ab-
sorbed as expected, and smart develop-
ers are cutting plans. Housing the poor is
the next big issue, and means of making
it profitable to developers-with trust
funds, partnerships, and innovative use
of tax credits-are under investigation.

In general, 1988 ought to be a quiet
year for real estate development, accord-
ing to RERC. Whether developers take
RERC's advice remains to be seen. Only
in New York City, Washington, D.C., [,os
Angeles, and Boston do opportunities
abound.-Elnua Mancnrso MonENo

Research Confetence Contrasts
Role of Architect and Engineer

'Are architects and engineers different
kinds of human beings?" Mario Salvadori
set the tone for the AlA/Association of
Collegiate Schools of Architecture Re-
search Council conference with this
question.

Architect and engineer are definitely
different, he said, in psychology, disposi-
tion, and training. The architect is a gen-

eralist, among the last humanists left in
our technological culture. Today's archi-
tect must know so much more about so
many fields that he or she ends up know-
ing nothing about everything. The engi-
neer, by contrast, is a specialist. There are
structural, concrete, and thin-shell special-
ists and even one who does only hyperbolic
paraboloids. The result is that the engineer
knows more and more about less and less

until he or she knows everything about
nothing.

Nothing about everything and every-
thing about nothing equates the knowledge
of engineer and architect, for things equal
to the same thing are equal to each other.
Salvadori, the mathematical physicist, had
slyly and charmingly made them equal to
each other.

The research conference was held in
conj unction with the Boston Society/AlA s

annual "Build Boston'87" convention in
late November. The conference was orga-
nized, according to its sponsors, to "exam-

ine the demand for and application of
architectural research and its relation to
architectural practice Iand] provide a

forum for researchers, educators' design
practitioners, and construction industry
representatives to discuss mutual interests,"

which it did.

Plenary presentations focused on the
diverse traditions of architectural research;
debates presented critical perspectives of
research traditions, alternative methodol-
ogies, and application of research to
practice.

Yorihiko Ohsaki of Shimizu Construc-
tion Co., Tokyo, presented examples of
Japanese research and the operation of
robotics in building. The robot spraying
beam insulation did not appear particularly
talented, but the demonstration of wind
simulations around building forms was
truly an esthetic experience.

A panel discussion by Michael Brill of
the Buffalo Organization for Social and
Technological Innovation and Richard
Krauss of Arrowstreet, moderated by
Robert Shibley of SUNY at Buffalo,led
off the conference. Sessions dealt with a
wide spectrum: research/practice interface ;

research methods and technology; offices
as building types; vertical transportation;
prisons; typology and enhancing architec-
tural research; energy; architecture and
senior housing; design management; tech-
nology; design education; research meth-
ods and behavior; methodology; special
populations and the general populace.

The papers presented showed both gen-

eralist and specialist equally adept in solv-
ing problems on the high ground of rigor-
ous analysis and equally inept in defining
and solving the "wicked" problems in the
swampy bog of human behavior.

Inevitably, some presentations were obvi-

Thc,Institute

ous bids for tenure, but the majority
seemed to be honest and thoughtful
attempts to define, face, and forge a basis
of architectural research.

Lynda Schneekloth's and Robert Shib-
ley's discussion of a new paradigm for
research and practice was a valiant, if
wordy, struggle to balance the high ground
of the hard sciences and the low bog of
the behavioral sciences.

Volker Hartkopfs presentation of his
well thought-out and documented paper,
"The Need: tntelligent Building for Build-
ing Intelligence," continued the valuable
effort of the Carnegie Mellon group allied
with Peter Mill and Public Works Canada
to forge a reasonable diagnostic base for
building design and evaluation.

For a serious effort to integrate what
Donald Schon, a professor of architecture
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
has labeled "knowledge in action" with
architectural research, a better selection
of plenary panel participants-Brill,
Krauss, Shibley, Ezra Ehrenkrantz, FAIA,
Robert Gutman, and Donald Watson,
FAIA- could not have been found.

An excellent conference did not deserve
so many empty seats.

The difficulty remains obvious, that the
architectural community does not see
research as a serious activity, nor take it
seriously, judging by the attendance. The
product booths were well attended, but
sessions were sparsely peopled.

-FonnEsr Wtlsott

Board Adoph llmbrella Policy
F'or Licensing Allied Pnofessions

At its December meeting in Washington'
D.C., AIAs board of directors approved
a broad umbrella policy that defines the
purpose of architectural licensing and pro-
vides the substantive basis for all Institute
public policies on licensure.

As directed by the board at its Septem-
ber meeting, the licensing law task force,
headed by Robert Broshar, FAIA, devel-
oped a new, integrated group of public pol-
icies. The approved policies state that AIA
"believes that the practice of architecture
must be licensed to protect the public
health, safety, and welfare" and calls for
standards of licensure "based on minimum
levels of competency relative to education,
experience, and examination to insure pub-
lic interest is served."

The board also reaffirmed is position
on "licensing of other building profession-
als," stating "in the building design indus-
try the responsibility for the public health'
safety, and welfare demands the education
and experience required for the licensing
of architects and engineers. The AIA
opposes any dilution of this responsibility."

On the specific issue of licensing for inte-
rior designers, the board approved a leg-
islative and media strategy, based on the
government affairs advisory committee's
directive that licensure for interior design-
ers "is not in the public interest."

The approved proposal restates AIAs
"support of private, voluntary certification
as a means of differentiating between
trained and untrained interior designers,
as well as the AIAs belief that interior
designers are valuable members of the
design team."

This approved plan outlines a coordi-
nated national AIA campaign responding
to the interior designers' legislative and
media initiatives and provides for a
national public relations effort, the devel-
opment ind distribution of resources and
tools for AIA members and components,
and a legislative assistance effort.

In other action, the board aPProved
three appointments to the National Judi-
cial Council. Glenn Buff, FAIA, Robert
Harrison. EAIA, and Thomas McKittrick,

continued on Page 22
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VPI solid vinyl tile possesses a beauty that is undi-
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. Colors and patterns extend clear through
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sive Micro-squaring process result i.n a smooth con-
tinuous floor with tight:fitting seams and no high
edges.

VPltile resists abrasion and most common chemicals.
It has good indentation recovery and conforms
readily to minor subfloor irregularities without
cracking, chipping, or breaking.
VPI solid vinyl tile. Innorirative answers ffom \trI.
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,New
t
WOrlds of lasting eauty,

' Floor Products Division' 3123 South fth Street, P.O. Box 451, Sheboygan, Wt S3O8Z U.SA
Tblephone 414-458-664 . Telex 910-264-389j
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Large complexes like Regency
Park have heloed make Dover the
best-selling eievator in America.

All three of the completed
buildings in this projected
three-million sq. ft. office park
are served by Dover. With more
tocome.

Why Dove r again and again?
Owners cited past performance,
on-time delivery, competitive

prices, superb installation.
But Regency vice president

Eric Salomon put it best-"They
run well. No problems, no
complaints, fantastic service."

For more information on
Dover elevators or help on any
elevator project call your local
Dover office. Or write Dover
Elevator Systems,Inc. P.O. Box
2I7 7, Memphis, TN 3 8101.

RegenqtPark, Cary, NC
Ouner: Regency Park Corporation
Ar c b ite c t : T b omps on, Ventulett,
S tainbac k t, As s o cintes

Contractor : Metric Constructors, Inc.

Eleuators sold and installed bjt
Douer Eleuator Co,, Greensboro, NC

ETEUATORS



Deaths from page 24
"To the search committee, his talents were
immediately apparent, including his unique
contact with government agencies."

During the nearly six years Meeker
headed the AIA staff, Institute member-
ship grew from 25,000 to 43,000. AIAs
efforts contributed to the congressional
decision to restore rather than exoand the
West Front of the U.S. Capitol. and llRs
Ieadership helped save the design integrity
of the Metnam Veterans Memorial.

AIA presidents who served during the
Meeker years remember him warmly. Says
R. Randall Vosbeck, FAIA, "We worked
as a team when I was president, and he
gave me a tremendous amount of support."
"His real strengths were in the fact that
he could have a vision and enthusiasm for
getting things marshaled and organized to
realize that vision," says Robert Broshar,
FAIA. "He related well to members,"
recalls Robert Lawrence, FAIA. "He had
been involved in AIA as an architect.
When he went out to components and to
regional meetings, he could speak to mem-
bers from the standpoint of a practitioner."
"Dave came on the scene at a time when
we wanted a presence in the capital, polit-
ically, and he filled that bill for us," says
Charles Schwing, FAIA.

David Dibneq FAIA, who was GSAs
head of design and construction during
much of Meeker's tenure. says, "l felt tf,at
he understood the problems of architects
in government. I had a friend in this house,
both as a government official and as a
practitioner."

After leaving AIA, Meeker resumed his
career as a practitioner and, last January,
cofounded Plus 4 Architects in Indianap-
olis with Michael Lester, AIA, Craig W.
Rapp, AIA, and Thomas C. Dorste, AIA.
"Meeker had a particular eloquence in pre-
senting architectural ideas to clients," says
Rapp. "He understood the politics of a
project, especially with academic clients.
Through diplomacy he could find a com-
promise that seemed to be one of their
own suggestions. And in the firm, every-
one looked up to him. He was a teacher."

-Ar-lBrv Fnrrlrax

Thomas R Ellerbe Sn, FAIA
Thomas F. Ellerbe Sr., FAIA, a major fig-
ure in Minnesota architecture and a civic
leader in St. Paul, died in November at
age 94. For half a century he presided over
the architecture and engineering firm
Ellerbe Associates, which his father, Frank-
lin H. Ellerbe, founded. When he took over
the firm, he employed five architects, one
engineeq and a secretary; over the years
the firm grew to employ more than 500
peopre.

Upon his retirement in 1955, Ellerbe
gave all the shares of his company to his
employees, saying they were the people
who made the company successful.

The firm has completed more than 100
continued on page 3l
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TheTbchnical

Thermopaneo insulating $ass has provided clear solutions
to widely differing technical problems for decades.

Now it5 rnore versatile than ever Consideq for example,
Thermopane with an outboard light of Vari-liano solar control
glass. It offers the dual benefiB of reduced air-to-air heat transfer
plus solar radiation control. Which means enhanced visual and
thermal comiort for the people within.

0r consider Thermopane with a neutral Janusite@ low-emis-
sivity coating,which admits high levels of visible light,yet blocK
longwave infnred radiation. lt provides unparalleled reduction
of air-to-airheat transfel along with an uncoated appearance.

For more information on todaysThermopane insulating

$ass, conact Spectrum Glass Products, PO. Box 408, Clinton,
NC 28328. 919\592-7101. Telex:910 3809098.

li, ]l

i. SPECTRUM
I i IIGLASS PRODUCTS
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Housingfrom page 31
ities into apartments for families.

The subject of the Washington, D.C.,
workshop is a group house for battered
women, to be operated by the local Hous-
ing Opportunities for Women. A building
for this shelter had been acquired prior
to the formation of the task force.

For the Search for Shelter projects, the
design problems usually are straightfor-
ward. Common themes include the desire
to create a noninstitutional atmosphere,
the need for adequate communal as well
as private spaces, and the need for appro-
priate spaces for social services.

A potentially volatile issue is a commu-
nity's reaction to a project. In several
Search for Shelter projects, buildings cho-
sen for redesign had already been desig-
nated for such development and the com-
munities were well informed. In a few
cases. community dissension was antici-
pated; therefore, changes in a building's
size or appearance were carefully weighed
to assess the impact on the community.

Other concerns included whether zon-
ing variances are needed to, say, convert
a former single-family house into a group
house; sources of financing; and plans for
facility management.

While most workshops centered their
efforts on specific buildings or sites, a few
looked at the problems in broader terms.
For example, the task force in San Mateo
County, Calif., surveyed the county and
recorded existing shelters and low-income
housing stock and potential sites and
buildings.

Nationally, the prognosis for availability
of affordable housing remains dismal. Per-
haps one of the bleakest predictions comes
from one of the Search for Shelter spon-
sors, the Neighborhood Reinvestment
Corp. By the year 2003, it warns, given
current trends, 18.7 million could be home-
less. burdened with excessive rents, or
forced to live in slums.

-Nona Rrcuren Gnrpn

Senate Defeats First M4jor
Housing Bill in Seven Years

What would have been the first major
housing legislation in seven years was dealt
a fatal blow by the U.S. Senate in late
November.

Acting on President Reagan's appeal
that the legislation would be too costly
and send a "terrible signal" to Congres-
sional budget negotiators and the finan-
cial markets, Republican senators blocked
consideration of the bill. Their method
was to evoke a congressional budget rule
that requires a waiver to proceed on bills
requiring expenditures exceeding budget
totals set by Congress early in the year.

In contention is the amount of federal
monies that would be channeled to a vari-
ety of community development and hous-
ing assistance programs. The bill's major

continued on page 35

The
Mrmance

When your design calls for high-performance solar control
$ass, specify Vari-lian@ metallic coatings from Spectrum.

Our fourdistinct series of coatings encompass a wide vari -

ety of $azing applications. Each functions to minimize solar heat
gain, reducing air conditioning requiremeng and operaiing costs.

Daylrght transmittances range from2$lotoless than 10%;
shading coefficients to 0.15.

For more informacion on the entire Vari-1ian family, or for
information on our full line of producs, call or write Spectrum
6lass Products, PO. Box 408, Clinron, NC 28328. (919)5921101.

Telex:910 380 9098.
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I SPECTRUM
l:" rlGIASS PRODUCTS
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How much movement will take place in ten
foot concrete panels? How wide should
joints be for structural steel, stainless steel
based on a movement capability of +25o/o?
How deep should a 112 inch concrete joint
be to withstand movement?

The Joints Design Digest will tell you. lt's a
good reference guide to keep on file. And

it's written to help you design the right types
of joints for sealants based on LP@ liquid
polysulfide polymers...the polymers that have
been serving the building construction trades
for more than three decades.

Send for your copy of the Joints Design
Digest today! You'll have the facts on joint
design whenever you need them.

G

MoraoN THorcol.lNc.

"s{h'
Mkt. Comm. A . 333 W. Wacker Drive . Chicago, lllinois 60606-1292
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Housing/rom page 33
sponsors, Sen. Alan Cranston (D-Calif.)
and Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato (R-N.Y.),
said the bill would authorize $15 billion
in 1988 and $15.6 billion in 1989. Reagan
and the Office of Management and Budg-
et contend the cost would be at least
$19 billion ayear and potentially a great
deal more in the future. Programs will
most likely continue through appropria-
tions, as they have for the past seven years.

The housing legislation is considered
by its sponsors to be a stopgap measure
as lawmakers begin a major overhaul of
the nation's housing policy, a process that
may take two years. However, some new
programs are included in this year's hous-
ing legislation. One is based on the suc-
cessful Nehemiah program in Brooklyn,
N.Y. If approved, federal money would go
to nonprofit corporations for interest-free
loans of up to $15,000 for the purchase of
houses in distressed areas.

The Administration contends the pro-
gram, aimed at families with incomes in
the $12,000 to $25,000 range, would take
scarce federal assistance from the most
needy. Supporters of the program say it
produces units more cheaply than tradi-
tional assistance programs and at the
same time frees public housing space for
those most in need.

-None Rrcnrnn Gnprn

BRIEFS
Linen Design Competition
The International Linen Promotion Com-
mission and the National Home Fashions
League Educational Foundation are co-
sponsoring a student design competition
for a linen working or living environment-
linen upholstery, drapes, wall coverings,
and bed and table textiles. Prizes will in-
clude $2,000 to the winner and $1,000
each to three runner-ups. The entry dead-
line is March 1. More information may
be obtained from National Home Fashions
League local chapter offices or ILPC,
200lrxington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

Kimmel Honored
The International Facilities Management
Association has presented its 1987 "dis-
tinguished author" award to Peter S. Kim-
mel, AIA, executive vice president of Facil-
ities Solutions in New York City and
Washington, D.C. Kimmel was selected
primarily because of an article he wrote
for the July/August 1986 issue of Anurr-
TEcTuRAL TocHNor-ocv on the facilities
management market.

Energ5r Innovation Award
John G. Lewis Jr., AIA, of Richmond, Va..
is the recipient of the 1987 Virginia Energy
Innovation award for his design concept
for fireplace energy conservation. His proj-
ect received the state award from the Vir-
ginia department of mines, minerals, and
energy, and has been nominated by the
state energy division for a national award. !

Wide productoffering,narrow focus.That sums upSpectrum,
specidis6 in fabricating high performance $ass forconstruction.

\{:u can benefii,from prcven producB,which lhe uptothe
high standards set for fi€m, every tirne. From reliable technical
assistance and competitive pricing.

And not least, from on-time delivery. Because our reserva-
tion system can protectyourconstruction schedule by com-
mitting production timeas soonas $ass has been awarded to
Specta-rm.Well in advaue of the final order Other scheduling
technique_s assure quick tum o.n ryr.ap-up orders needed to close
up the buildingand complete thejob.

For more information, call or write Spectrum Glass Producs,
P0. Box 408, Clinton, NC 28328.(919)592-7101.81ex; 910 380 9098.
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UU1CRAFT EXPERIE]ICE SII

As the only national
company in the United
States that designs and
manu-factures joists,
joist girders and steel

deck,Vulcraft works
with the relationships
between joists and deck
every day. So, they have

a depth of experience
that can often simplify
many seemingly com-
plex problems.

The Woodfield at the Crossing office complex in Indian-
apolis, Indiana is a good example. The open web configu-
ration of the steel joists was ideal for the use of suspended,

energy efficient heat
pumps. But, the 3's
ing between joists w
is needed to support
standard floor deck
not adequate for the

installation and mair

tenance of the heat
pumps. So, 5'spacir
were initially specifir

wherever the heat pr

units would be insta
Howeve4 varying th

joist spacings would make construction complicated, tim
consuming and expensive.This is where Vulcr#t was abl
to help.

S-fool spacitg betwen Vulcralt joisls permits easy iuslallation and maintenance of heat pump units



FIED ACOIUIPI.EX PROB1ETI .

:WooLlficld ntThe Crossirtg olfica contpler in Itrdiarupolis used 216 torts ofVulcraft joists and 169,000 sq. ft . ofVulcraft stecl deck

After reviewing the specifications and discussing the job
th those involved,Vulcraft engineers carne up with an
:a that reduced the number of joists needed, sped up
:ction time, and stayed within budget. Drawing on their
:ensive application experience,Vulcraft recommended
anglng the joist size from the original "H" series to the
H" series in order to provide a uniform 5'spacing
:oughout the job. In addition,Vulcraft proposed using 2"
mposite deck instead of standard s/ta" forrn deck.Thus,
leeper slab was created without using any more concrete
d transitory vibration was reduced.
By taking advantage of Vuicraft's experience as well
their products, construction of the Woodfield office
mplex was greatly simplified. In addition,Vulcr#t's
:ommendations added greater value and flexibility to
: overall design.

For more information about Vulcraft steel joists, joist
girders and steel deck, or for copies of our joist and steel
deck catalogs, contact the nearest Vulcraft plant listed
below Or see Sweet's 05100/\,UL and 05300/VUL.

PO. Box 637, Brigham Ciry, UT 84302 BO7/734 9413
PO. Box F 2, Florence, SC 29502 aO3/6624381
PO. Box 169, Fort Payne, AL 35967 2O5/a45-246O
PO. Box 186, Crapeland, ^fX75844 4O9/687-4665
PO. Box 59, Norfolk, NE 68701 402/644 85OO
PO. Box 1000, St. Ioe. IN 46785 219/337-5471

uu"[c"BIFT
Oaner: Phillip R. Duke & Associaes; Contractor: Duke Con.truction ManaSement Inc.;
Architrct: Cooper Carry & Associates, Inc.; Consulting Engineer: K. Gene Miller lnc.;
Steel Fabricator: Ferguson Stel Co.
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ChidingWright the Man,
Stighting Wight the tutist

Many Masks: A Lile ol Frank Lloyd
Wright. Brendan Gill. (G.P. Putnam's Sons,
$24.9s.)

Not only was Frank Lloyd Wright, by
consensus, the greatest American archi-
tect, he was perhaps-as the historian
Henry-Russell Hitchcock suggested- the
greatest American of his time. His life is
a rich subject for biography. He was an
American of the most representative kind,
steeped in the self-aggrandizing values he
learned from his intellectual heroes in the
mainstream of American culture: Emer-
son, Thoreau, Whitman. And his private
history was as dramatic as a soap opera.
Driven in both his life and his work by a
yearning for a permanent hearth and
home, he nevertheless more than once
ran off with mistresses. The great house,
Thliesin, that he built for himself in Wis-
consin burned to the ground twice. The
greatest love of his life died in a mass
murder. In his early 60s he was largely
forgotten, having built almost nothing for
years, and his work seemed ended. Yet

he recovered and went on to create a
new series of masterpieces in a second
career that lasted almost 30 years until
his death at 91.

Despite his celebrity, Wright has never
achieved the recognition he deserves,
partly because his public personality-
especially in later life-was that of a tire-
some (although often humorous) braggart.
The personality is a problem for any biog-
rapher. There are perhaps two ways to
deal with it. One is to concentrate on
debunking the endless boasts and fabri-
cations Wright created about himself and
his work and to expose his devious rela-
tions with his clients. The other, more
difficult and more subtle, is to explore
what it was about the man-the braggart,
the liar. the charmer. the Emersonian self-
created ego, the son of a domineering
mother and an absent father-that ena-
bled him to achieve his great buildings.

Below, wright with Fallingwater client
Edgar Kaufmann Sr. at Taliesin West.

Brendan Gill has written the first book
but not the second. His biography is read-
able, funny, and informative. It presents
Wright as a comic figure, as a preposter-
ous showman. He is always in debt, his
roofs always leak, his drawings are always
late, he conceals his sources, he clones
his designs, and his buildings are forever
tripling or quadrupling their promised
budgets, yet he lovably blusters and fibs
his way through every crisis. So much of
Many Maskr is taken up with chiding
Wright as the con man he certainly was
that the great artist fades out of the picture.

Although Gill is the architecture critic
of the New Yorker and a lifelong archi-
tecture buff, there is no serious architec-
tural criticism in his book. Gill is more
concerned, for example, to show us that
Wright's Unity Temple is partly derived
from Viennese examples (an obvious fact)
than to explain or express its magic; "mar-
velous" is his vague and, in context, grudg-
ing word of praise. Wright's Martin house
of 1903-1906 in Buffalo is dismissed as

uncomfortable, as indeed it is, with noth-
ing said of the rich development of forms
and the spatial drama that even today take
one's breath away. It's a cop-out to call
Wright, as Gill does repeatedly, a "genius"
without defining that genius or even show-
ing much respect for it.

continued on page 40
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Bools from page 40
As a Wright apprentice who sharpened
nencils for the m2ster rrrhilc the nricinal

STITH LIGHTWtrIGHT
CUTruRED STOI\TE@ YOTJ CAI\I

ACHIEVE THE BEAUTYOF
NATTJRAL STONE AT

A FRACTION OF TI{E COST.

Frctn tbe Cobblestone Collection: Bull Cobblestone, one of ouer 40 cokr and t*ure cboices

\tr/tren your clients want the look, feel and durabiliry of
natural stone but cost orweight is a problem, consider
Cultured StoneP Its light weight allows for fast and
easy installation with no additional foundations or
wall ties required.

r listed in Sweer's: 04430/ST U
. meets Building Code Specs.
r warranted
. cost effective - no additional foundations or wall ties required
r UL Listed - noncombustible

Call or write today ficr your free tuchiteaural Catalog
including: color All hoducts Brochure, Spec Dau, Manu
Spec and dealer information. (800)225-7462. In Califi
(ffiO)445-9877. PO. Box 27o,Dept.178, Napa, CA,94559.

EUUUR]I$rultl'
THE HALLMARKOF EXCELLENCE IN MANUFACTURED STOl\rE

ByStucco Stone Products, Inc.
/1:*^l^ ta ^- :-f^---ri^- ^a-rl

backward glance as far as the Renaissance,
but as serious history begins with the well-
frnrllan a.n"-.1 ^f th- /-hi^.a^ \^/^.1,{'.

Bool<s from page 42
Barnett's trump card, the New York City
1961 revised zoning ordinance, lacks crit-
ical evaluation. Too much of his treat-
ment of "the Modern City," the longest
of his six chapters, smacks of high-class
journalism. "The urban crisis is last year's
problem," is a typical Barnett put-down.
The design of the city is the concern of
many, Barnett declares, but then comes
the paradox: no one is concerned with
the design of the city.

Cities need design, and it must be pro-
vided by designers. They must enter the
urban planning and development process
at the beginning and be present wher-
ever significant decisions are made. Bar-
nett is at his best in insisting on these
fundamentals. One hopes his book will
be read by the many public officials and
developers who need this message. One
regrets that the point could not have been
made more convincingly.

-FnBopnrcx Gurnrriu. HoN. AIA

Mr Gutheim is a Washington, D.C., authotr,
teacher and critic.

Project Management in Construction.
Sidney M. Levy. (McGraw-Hill, $34.95.)

This introductory text provides method-
ologies for all aspects of project manage-
ment, including project organization, proj-
ect controls, contracts, claims and disputes,
procedures for acquiring an accurate data
base of costs, estimating, project admin-
istration, how to monitor costs, and how
to initiate and monitor an effective safety
program during the construction process.
Examples, sample problems, and charts
supplement the text, which is designed for
architects and design onginecrs. The pre-

sentation of the management process

includes special problems encountered
when working with various construction
materials, including masonry, steel, and
concrete.

Cartography and Site Analysis with Micrc.
computers. N. Brito Mutunayagam and Ali
Bahrami. (Van Nostrand Reinhold, $34.95.)

The book serves as a programming
guide for physical planning, urban design,
and landscape architecture. It explains how
to use microcomputers in map generation
and site analysis. The book claims to be
"user-friendly" and that no previous expe-
rience with microcomputers is necessary
for its use. The text begins with an expla-
nation of the functions of a microcom-
puter, how it works, applications, and a
general discussion of hardware and soft-
ware. It contains a menu-driven general
program and subprograms that enable
preparation of a site map including colors
and location of points, lines, and polygons
on the map; evaluating alternative sites;
and making optimum use of cut and fill.
The programs are in Apesoft BASIC,
which can be converted to other versions
of BASIC, as well as translated to other
languages. fl



Thmko produces the best performing Kraton@
iBS modified asphalt products for roofing.

In fact, we've always been the leading force in
nodified asphalt roofing research and technology.

That's why we were America's first producer
rf SBS modified asphalt products. And why we
>ffer the widest selection - including new
/ersa-Base" base sheets.

This year marks a decade of Thmko's Awaplan'"
rroduction - the tenth anniversarv of the

J

Kraton is a registered tradema.k of Shell Chemical Company for SBS bl@k copolymers.

acknowledged premium product in modified
asphalt roofing.

Learn more about our products. Phone
800-641,-4691 (in Missouri, 417 -624-6644).

Above all, don't choose an inferior asphalt
product. Or your business could face extinction.

ffiffi
PROVEN TO LAST A LONG. LONG TIME"



By all appearances, this could be a
traditional French door. But then, appear-
ances canbe deceiving.

Only when you try to open it, {o you 
_

discovei that the Andersen' Frenchwood*
door does not swing open. It glides.

It is this very deparhre from tradition
that offers many pral"tical advantages. Not
the least of which is weathertightness, a
serious deficiencyof most swingrng doors.

ITLOOKSC,OOD
WHEN THE WEATHER LOOKS BAD.

While near hurricane-force winds are
not common occurences, we know of no
other door this beautiful that has ever been
able to stand up to such adverse conditions.
Butthis remarkable door is designedto
face torrential rains and high-powered
winds and come through high and dry.

TIU
Frurclwood
daorglidzs
onatrotk
whithmwlabs
tlwraisedsiil
tnamtean
imberuims.
wdzthexisht

sealontluxutside.

HOWTOGET
ROOMWITHAVIEW

By virtue of its gliding characteristics,
our Frenchwood door looks even better
when homeolulers consider furnifure place-
ment and drapery and wall coverings.

't@F 
Because it closes into apocket

at the side jamb, there is no exposed crack
for air and water to infilbate. It glides on a
trackthat overlaps the raised sill, creating
apositive, weathertight seal onthe outside.

87132 O 1987 Anderen Corp



Because it
doesn't open inward
like swinging doors,
every inch of floor
spacecanbeused
toitsbestadvantage.
What's more, this
door also offers un-
matched securitv.
Thanks to a speiially
designed latch lock-
urgsystem,hundreds
ofpounds ofpull
won't budge it.

ALLTHEOTHERREASONS
YOU CAI.{ STAND BEHIND THIS DOOR.

natual wood, which can be stained or paintednaLurdt wooo, wrucn can De suuneo or panteo
to mgtch any.decor. Divided light grilles snap

As you might expect,we have also incorpo-
rated -m4ny of thq refinements that are part and
parcel of the Andersen' line.

The exteriorwood frame is sheathed in our
exclusive, low-maintenance Perma-Shield'
vinyl, arailable in white and earth-hued Terratone.
And_the doorpanels are protected byasuper-
tough, urethane base finish.

Interiorsurfaces are crafted from the finest

out for easy cleaning; they come pie-finished
or can be finished to match the door. And,
Andersen' High-Performance or High-Perfor-
mance Sun insulating glass is standlrd.

All of which adds up to a revolutionary
concept in door desigrr, tlnt upon closer inspec-
tion. we bust you will think looks better thanuon, we trust you ooks better than
any other French-style door on the market.
Especially during hurricane season. /

To learn more, call yourAndersen
distributor, see Sweet's File 08610/ND.,

fi:s:ff$:li:rfr fl,tffi 'Apderccn
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ARCHITECTTIRE

A good deal of this issue is devoted to
A office buildings, most of them corporate

1 lor speculative. As our lead news story
indicates, this may be an endangered species,
depending on where you are and which econo-
mists you believe.

As those on the following pages indicate, office
buildings these days elicit a dazzling variety of
design approaches. They are the most adventur-
ous of building types in terms of shape, form,
and fineness of materials.

This. of course. is no accident. The rise of
client awareness that architecture could add to
the desirability and value of their buildings has
been well documented. It has become common-
place to talk of "designer buildings" bearing the
signatures of "starchitects."

This phenomenon has two edges. It can be
argued that anything that calls attention to the
value of architecture, monetarily and otherwise,
is to the good. Conversely it pushes architects
perilously close to the role of fashion designers.

There is nothing particularly wrong with trying
to impart a special identity to buildings, just so
long as design concern doesn't end there but
extends to matters such as suitability, respect
for context, and attention to users' as well as
clients needs. Without these things the build-
ings become the three-dimensional equivalent
of the trademarks on expensive jeans. -D.C.

ARCHITECTURE/JANUARY 19IJI] 49
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A Sibling but
Far fuom aTWin

Tenrts Crnn,merce Tat,uer ioins LW
Centur (ltoth, W SOM) on th,e

Dctlkts skylinn. By Duukl. Dilknt
LIV Center is to Texas Commerce Tower what a Lincoln is to
a Lamborghini, but making sense of the analogy requires
knowing something about recent development in Dallas.

From the mid-1950s to the late 1970s downtown Dallas was a
dumping ground for off-the-shelf office towers by renowned and
not-so-renowned architects. As Houston's skyline rose to oper-
atic heights, Dallas remained safe, derivative, and uninspired.
Among the leading perpetrators of this commercial banality was
the Tiammell Crow Co., which for years had built ubiqui-
tously but none too well. In the late 1970s control of the com-
pany's office building division passed from Tiammell Crow to
his son Harlan, and with the passing came a more enlightened
attitude toward design.

The first building under the new regime was an architectural
mediocrity; the second showed a budding awareness of more
sophisticated precedents; with the opening of LIV Center in
l9B4 the Crow company finally struck architecture.

LTV was such a financial and critical success that the Crow
company quickly teamed up again with Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill's Houston office to build the 55-story Texas Commerce
Tower across the street. These two buildings, together with Henry
Cobb's nearby Allied Bank Tower (see Dec. '86, page 44), sud-
denly gave Dallas a skyline that could hold its own with Hous-
ton's in swagger and panache, though not in diversity.

With their cut stone facades and crisp three-part divisions into
base, shaft, and top, LIV and Texas Commerce evoke the roman-
tic skyscrapers of the'20s and'30s. Each contains a monumen-
tal lobby, one resembling a miniature internal street lined with
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shops and restaurants, the other a grand banking hall ringed with
gleaming teller cages and luxurious conference rooms. LIV is
the more formal and conspicuously allusive, recalling priapic
predecessors as varied as Napoleon Le Brun's 1909 Metropoli-
tan Life Tower in New York City and the campanile in St. Mark's
Square in Venice. Texas Commerce's progenitors are the dozens
of precisely gridded office buildings that SOM turned out dur-
ing the '60s and '70s, although its broken pediment at least winks
in the direction of Johnson/Burgee's AT&T headquarters in
Manhattan.

But the buildings are totally different in spirit. Despite its bus-
tling lobby, LIV is fundamentally sober and upstanding, desir-
ing more than anything to be considered a paragon of commer-
cial design. Texas Commerce Tower is the flamboyant sibling
intent on being noticed as well as admired. With LIV the Crow
company finally got respect; with Texas Commerce Tower it dem-
onstrates that it can have fun, too.

LIV Center was the product of calculation and happy coin-
cidence. By the early '80s Dallas developers had discovered that
good design sells, a lesson that developer Gerald Hines, Hon.
AIA, and his Houston counterparts had learned a decade ear-
lier. Tenans were ready for something besides flat-top skyscrap-
ers with windblown plazas. Simultaneously Dallas was planning
its downtown arts district, an ambitious 2O-block culture park
that has since foundered because of a cratered real estate mar-
ket and the absence of a long-range planning vision. LTV was
to be the first commercial building in the district, located on
the highest point of ground and directly across the street from



In this panorama of downtown Dallas, Tbxas Commerce Tower
i.s the building with the 'sky window'at le.ft, and LTV's crown
is directly above. Allied Bank is the second tov,er.from right.

Edward Larrabee Barnes's new Dallas Museum of Art. Such a
key site demanded a building that others besides CPAs could
appreciate.

SOM responded with a classical 50-story tower consisting of
a cruciform base, an equally well-defined shaft, and a glass-
enclosed pyramidal top. Like most new Dallas buildings, it is a
sculptural object in a plaza rather than part of an urban ensem-
ble. But because of its strong cross axes, linking it to both the
art museum and the future main street of the arts district. LIV
marks a place instead of simply occupying it. From a distance
it resembles a gigantic obelisk in some partially completed city
plan.

Parallel rows of bay windclws, miniature versions of the pyram-
idal top. rise from the third to the 44th floor. reinforcing the
building's strong vertical thrust while moderating the sheerness
of its walls. The tower is finished in dark polished granite and
bronze glass, with a gray limestone banding that acknowledges
the museum next door. Unfortunately this elegant combination
gives the building a somber, Darth Vaderish character much
of the day. The lighter granite cladding on Texas Commerce
Tower was a direct response to the unexpected broodiness of
LTV.

LfV became an instant landmark, the first pointed top in Dal-
las's crew-cut skyline. More importantly, it was expansive and

welcoming at street level, where Dallas office buildings have typ-
ically been aloof and austere. In plan the lobby is a circle within
a square, with the circle forming a two-level rotunda containing
several restaurants, a bookstore. a flower shop, a bank, and other
retail facilities. In atmosphere the lobby recalls the grand con-
courses in, say. the Empire State and the Fisher buildings, but
its orgzsmic finishes-white marble, bronze. exotic African woods-
reflect unexpected shifts in Dallas's office market. Between the
time LfV was designed and construction started, rents rose dra-
matically while labor costs and interest rates fell. The result was
a Sl0 million windfall that the Crow company converted into
expensive finishes and sculpture for the plaza.

The plaza, including a two-story pavilion for exhibitions and
performances, is a collection of small, semi-autonomous gardens,
each with benches and tables, fountains, and pieces of French
figurative sculpture, including work by Rodin, Bourdelle, and
Maillol. The sculpture serves as a loose paradigm for the whole
project: tasteful, conservative, easy to like, and attentive to its
surroundings, such as they were. In a city noted for impressive
boardrooms and pitiful public spaces, LIV was a breakthrough.
It made an inviting plazapart of the cost of doing business in
downtown Dallas.

The popular and critical success of LTV Center significantly
influenced the program for Texas Commerce Tower. which
opened last September. The initial scheme by Richard Keating,
FAIA, architect of both towers, called for a six-story banking
and retail pavilion along Ross Avenue, the area's major street,
with the office tower pushed to the rear of the site and a large
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Le.ft, LTV's dqrker cladding ol potished granite contrasts v)ith
Texas C^ommerce's gra), granite. Below, lobby banking room in
Tbxas Commerce. Right, LTV's elevator lobbv.

circular plaza, containing a Southwestern version of the Hanging
Gardens of Babylon, situated in between. It was an urban solu-
tion that created a formal street wall that also respected the scale
of a historic cathedral across the street. But the lead tenant in
the project, Texas Commerce Bank, felt it might be forgotten if
it didn't occupy space in the tower. so the design was scrapped
in favor of a single 55-story building, set back on the site, with
a monumental plaza as foreground.

The Texas Commerce plaza is unlike any public space in
Dallas, perhaps in the country. Instead of being a setting for
the office tower. or an architectural extension of it, it has been
conceived almost as a separate world, a miniature village, com-
plete with pavilion, restaurant. gardens. maze, ceremonial stair-
cases, and a lawn that slopes down to a computerized fountain
that sprays sausage-like jets of water from pool to pool and
that once was intended to be foreground decoration for a gigantic
underground aquarium, which has since been scuttled and
replaced by additional retail space.

Of course it's too much. Half the elements could go, starting
with the concealed loudspeakers that pipe in Bach and Tchai-
kovsky and the arc of low, doughnut-shaped fountains in front
of the main entrance, over which every visitor must trip at least
once. Yet given the dreary history of Dallas plazas, excess is a
pardonable offense. Its message is similar to LTV's, namely that
good urban buildings are more than solitary compositions of line
and volume, that they are parts of larger wholes, and that own-
ers and developers have some responsibility to that larger pub-
lic realm. Whatever one thinks of specific details, Texas Com-

merce plaza takes account of what's around it. Its pavilion respects

the scale of the cathedral and also lines up with the entrance
tcl I.M. Pei's new Morton H. Meyerson Symphony Center, cre-
ating opportunities for visual and physical connections to
proposed arts district buildings. Its lawn already has been the
scene of numerous concerts and parties. If it is difficult to
think of anything that has been omitted, it is also difficult to
imagine what more one could ask a private developer to do to
engage the public.

Out of this festive setting, Texas Commerce Tower rises 55

stories, a trim slab that is compelling in profile as well as full front
view. Once again the basic cladding is granite-several shades
lighter than LTV-that is rusticated at the base and polished
above. A small rotunda, playing off the larger pavilion on the
plaza, marks the entrance to the lobby, which contains teller
cages instead of shops and restaurants but is nevertheless bright
and welcoming. The craftsmanship throughout is exceptional.
Stone looks like stone, not metal or wallpaper, and is cut and
fit to extraordinary tolerances. Particularly notable is the way
the architects have managed to create a sumptuous traditional
feel in the lobby without resorting to labored historical allusions.
A great deal of money was spent, but not to cover up flaws in
the design. There is no confusion here between opulence and
good architecture.

As Texas Commerce rises, it gradually sheds its dignified gran-
ite skin for glass epaulets and what could be mistaken for a cleft
pirate's hat. The glass arch carries the grid pattern of the gran-
ite wall over the top of the building, translating it into more



and more minimal terms until it becomes only a simple gray
line on a dark background.

The dissolving skyscraper has become a clich6, finding ele-
gant expression in Cesar Pelli's World Financial Center at Bat-
tery Park City, for example, and innumerable less pleasing
manifestations in office parks throughout the country. Texas Com-
merce Tower is definitely on the elegant end of the spectrum,
although its glass top doesn't make nearly so tight a fit as LfV.s.
It is more like a snap-in piece than the inevitable termination
of the building's vertical thrust.

There are other points of irresolution, stemming from
too many ideas rather than too few. The meeting of the granite
facade and curved glass walls of the sky window is awkward,
with planes advancing and receding and overlapping. The prob-
lem is compounded by the addition of a stair-stepping white steel
truss for the 40th floor "sky lobby." More bumping and grind-
ing, although the space itself is spectacular. Lower down, where
a strip of bay windows (a detail carried over from LTV) meets
the scooped-out space that frames the front entrance, we find
another awkward collision that is only partially concealed by
grilles and lights and other stylistic devices.

The sky window-a gigantic Magritte painting 75 feet high.
27 feet wide, and 80 feet deep-is Texas Commerce Tower's trump
card in Dallas's dueling skyscraper sweepstakes. According to
Keating, the idea evolved from an earlier study for a 150-storv
skyscraper in Chicago, in which engineers discovered that bf
poking holes in the top of the building they could reduce wind
loads and thereby save on the amount of expensive steel brac-

Lelt, Tbxas Commerce .site plan shows plaza with round pavil-
ion, Jountains, ceremonial stairs, and an entrance (photo below)
that mimics the pavilion. Right, kxas Commerce's thin profile

ing required. The idea reappeared in SOM's entry in the 1982
Southwest Bankshares competition, and was finally implemented
in Texas Commerce Tower. The window also creates parallel
stacks of small floors for lease-approximately 9,000 square
feet-for tenants who want rooms at the top without havins to
put up with neighbors.

Structural logic and economics aside, the window is also a
hell of a gimmick, as Keating readily admits. Here is a window
with neither inside nor outside, that frames the sun and the clouds,
and that marks the skyline like nothing else in town.

Texas Commerce Tower is not only Dallass newest skyscraper
but also, because of the recession, possibly its last of the
century. As such, it is perhaps appropriate that it also be the
most flamboyant, filled with 20th-century swagger. In a single
decade the city has gone from a plethora of banal glass boxes
that were all function and no form, to more expensively dressed
nip and tuck skyscrapers with some pretensions to style, to sky-
scrapers such as LIV and Texas Commerce Tower that combine
architectural refinement with a sense of public purpose.

It is a measure of the basic strength of the design that for all
its stylistic gyrations Texas Commerce maintains its architectural
equilibrium. The balance is occasionally precarious; there is
tension and a fair amount of irresolution in details; but it does
not tip over into frivolousness. If LIV Center is ultimately
more coherent, and perhaps more durable, Texas Commerce is
clearly more adventurous. Together they signal that the devel-
oper and the city have reached a new level of architectural
sophistication. n
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A Tfip Back to
The'20s in Atlanta

The IBM tower by John Bt,rg1ee toith
Plrililt Joltn^srm. By ALkn Freetnun

The new IBM Tower in Atlanta isn't like a 1920s skyscraper, it
rs a 1920s skyscraper. John Burgee Architects with Philip ("you
cannot not know modernism") Johnson seem to have erased 60
years of design evolution, mining historical sources much as

Cass Gilbert and Raymond Hood did prior to the rise of mod-
ernism. Elements of postmodernism are nowhere in evidence.
IBM is, literally, back to the future.

A '20s tower for the Big Blue? As Burgee puts it, "You wouldn't
call IIBM] a historical, classical kind of company. But then,
you've got to say what is modern architecture? What is today's
modernism? Well, it is a throwback and a turning away from an
industrial architecture and into a more decorative or classical
spirit. IBM very definitely just didn't want another repeat of
what IBM buildings have been in the past, and they did want to
be recognizing the new, coming architecture."

Historicism breaks recent precedent on Atlanta's skyline as

well, where flat tops are punctuated only by Portman and
Portmanesque flourishes. At 825 feet from sidewalk to lantern
tip, IBM is, for now, the city's tallest skyscraper. Although a

signal building, it stands apart on an edge of Midtown, itself a
peripheral second cluster of mid-rises and high-rises two and a
half miles north of Five Points, the historic downtown hub.
IBM towers over Richard Meier's High Museum, rears above
nearby Ansley Park houses, punctuates the vista north along
West Peachtree Street from downtown, and is a beacon to the
freeways and affluent suburbs in the hills of north Fulton County.

The tower shines as an urban icon by virtue of its brilliant
crown, a steeply pitched, 1O0-foot-tall, eight-sided pyramidal
copper roof (reminiscent of Richardson's Trinity Church)
embellished with gold{eafed crockets jutting 30 inches from
the ridges. When they catch the afternoon sun or reflect the

Left, a somewhat telescoped view along West Peachtree north
from Peachtree Center in downtown, an axis the IBM Tbwer
seems to terminate from this vantoge point. Right, IBM from
the west along 14th Street. Beyond is Colony Square, an early
'70s MXD. Above, the illuminated crown at twilight.
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Above, two views of the marble-ctad lobby. Site ptan shows
built tower and three planned office buitdings oj complemen-
tary design that will comprise Atlantic Center IBM co-owns
the development with Prentiss Properties, a former componenl
of Cadillac Fairview. Right, the tower and the High Museum.

dramatic up-lights concealed behind the stepped Gothic fini-
als, the crockets seem to glow like Christmailights. It is a
knockout resolution to a vertically ribbed shafr of rose-colored
grarite and gray glass rising from a surprisingly prosaic, more
solid granite base of unrelating neoclassical design.

Burgee/Johnson and the associate firm, Heery Architects &
Engineers of Atlanta, sited the freestanding tow-er close to the
intersecting streets, leaving the adjacent two and a half acres to
the north for a park. Landscaped by Zion & Breen, the park is
fetching, soft, and Southern with indigenous magnolias, dog-
woods, hollies, and azalias. No loading dock is in evidence. It
is tucked inside the parking garage across West peachtree, as
are the building's cooling towers. Freight, chilled water, and
people who use the garage are tunneled under the street.
__Entering the tower, one finds its ground floor problematic.
IBIVI reportedly rejected Burgee/Johnson's first design, which
Johnson himself says was "too overwhelming." As built. the
spaces ringing the core seem high enough. 5ut their wide mar-
ble arches nearly touch the flat, banal ceiling and seem crowded.
Too, chamfering the corners of the square tower produced
lobby corners that are awkward in relation to the broad arches
that frame the ends of the four large rectangular rooms (one of
which is a banking hall). In all, the pieces don't quite fit together,
and you are left with the impression of design by pattern book.

If, as it seems, the architects spent more energy refining the
tower's crown than its base, that is status quo for Atlanta. IBM
still meets the ground with more grace than any other recent
skyscraper in the city. !

Street level

Lobby
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Cenhrv Citv After
VU

A Qrnrter Century
'l'ltc lrrryy' Los
rtx'ltilt't'l ttntl

,\t tr 1t'lt,.s t'ot t t 1 tlt,,t' r'ttrls t ls
rltrtrttlltt. Bt1 .Jolt tt I\tsl it't'

lished. ancl its planninu and incliviclual builclings are not olten
the subjcct of architects' dcbates. Therc- are several reasons for
this inclifference. AlthoLrgh irs rerv earliest ancl larest builclings
are r"'ell designed. (he rlr,erwhelrninr: mljoritv are .rdinarv aL
best. anrl the Iisual relationships amons them are usuall,"-. hap-
hazard or sirlplistic. (The lar_qer buildings. for e xan.rple. incluile
six pairs of iclentical twins. and the low-rise housing units woulcl
certainll increase that Iigure.)

Centurv Citr.'s overall planning. begun irr 19-iE. uas basecl on
rloclcrn-movemcnt ancl urban-rcnewal notions about unformerl
space. nronumental scale. and sparse ground c()\'enrge- notions
that then u'ere taken on faith hut nou.are knoun to be seriouslv
llarved. F.ven worse, the rlevclopment hacl to be tlesi{ned for largc
nunrbers ol automobiles, which mundated highllaylike streets.
superblocks. ancl copious parking. Ancl its location on the basi-
callr. suburbitn wes( sicle ol Los Angeles gave it neither an
urban phvsical context nor it strong local urban value svstem
to help guicle project planning decisions.

Welton Bccket Associates, the master-Dlan architect. controlleci
onlr'part ol the street s\stcnt. parccl rii-es and uses. ancl design
of the street signs ancl lighting fixtures. Once Centurv Citv rvas

Centurv City,is one of the ntore instructive chapters in the annals
of urban developrncnt. Twenty-five years xgp. ir uirs a lXl)-lrcrt-
film stuclio back lot borclering Bercrlr I{ills: it hacl becn sold
b1-' 20th Centurv For to thc Alurlinum Corporation of America
ancl Willianr Zcckenckrrf . und ir u.us ju:r hcginning a transition
(o pcrmilnent clc'el.pmcnt. Tclrla'u the p()rtentouslr named. milc-
Ionu devclopment cnc()ntpasses 2.000 units of high- antl low-risc
housing. thrce rctail conrplexes 

'vith 
rnorc than 2(xl establishnrents

occupvine about a rnillion square fcet. onc plavhouse and l8
iilm lhr'ltter\. a merlit.ll t'enltlr. thret' hote ls t,,t,,i1n* 1.5()() p1,,,615.

ancl l0 n-rillion square fcet of officc space.
Centun Clitr, is homc to .10.Un r.r'orkcrs. -1.000 rcsiclcnts. ancl

2.-i(X) businesses. Irs skvline is cqual in height ro thar of a goocl-
sizccl dountown such as Fort Wrrth or Cincinnati. lt is aclr,er-
tisecl as the largest and coslliest tot.lh pri'ate real estate cle'el-
opment in historl'. l'he architects involvecl in its execution inclucle
such well knou'n names as I.ivl. Pei. Skidmore. Ou.ings & l\,ler-
rill. Cesar Pelli. Anthonv Lurlsclen. Nlinoru Yantasaki-Helh.nuth.
Obata cS. Kassabaunt, and Bcniamin Thomoson.

And yct. rhis is not a plaec ihar the architectural profcssion
cares to talk about. Centurv Citv has ntlt been ertensivelv Dub-
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Opltositc lu?L'. ubove. ucriul viev o.f /he y'u:l Cetttut'.t Cit.r.site
itr l()7(t: ltelot, lpuyil.t' lntyelad Ol.t'ntpit' Bottleyurd irt litrestrtund
/luttliecl hr tltt, rrtedical ('ent?t'attd tht: cortdomirtitrnt.s. Ahore.
the lull sli.t'!ittt'tt'itlt ollice cli.strict .ltt.\tere(l to tltc lelt and ltou.s'
itt,J. hotcls. attct Fo.r' Plu:a to tlte right.

plannecl. its owners apparcntlv werc n()t interestecl in any system-
atic r-nethod ol'plan updating or building design rcr,'ieu. s() intple-
nrentati()n left much to be clcsired. A clown-the-road clecrision
to scll oll manv of the parccls to various developers rcsulted in
evclr grcater I'ragnrentatic-rn. Neithcr a lrlanned freewav nor an
anlicipatccl rapid transit line cver n'raterialized: thus the' clilficult
issuc of lraffic was iurther complicatecl. ln its treatment of vehi-
cles. peclestrians. shopping. and housing. Centurr Citr combinecl
urban de nsitics with suburban values. In short. ii rare opp()rtu-
nitr for enlightenecl citl-builcling evolved into :rn imnre nse but
rather onlinary real estate clcvelopment.

Ancl vct. several things can be said in Centurv Citr's faror. It
is an economic success. so r.nuch so that the Los Angcles Citl'
Planning Departme nt had to re strict its clerclopnrent to bring
its traffic generation in line with ncarbv strect carpacitr'. It is pctp-

ular with political leaclers - cvcr) 1,.S. Prcsident antl Vice Presi-
clent since ltXr-l has sta'u'ctl at its mtrin h()tcl and uith nlanv of
Los Angeles's affluent wesl-siclc rcsitlents. Its rrtixture of uses,

although coarse-grainecl. is surpri,sirrglv clircrsc: antl. unlike ntanv
compurablc clevelopmcnts. Century'('itv has an itcti\,c lite at night
ancl on r"'eekenrls. In keepinu u ith Los Angelcs's strongcst envi-
ronmental tradition, Centurv City is gene rouslv antl skillfully
landscapecl. This process nas aiclecl lrr thc prcsence of nrature
trees ()n thc filnr lot; Becket wits al)le to save thent and replelnt
them oncc the infrastructLlrc \\'ils in placc.

In the beginning. there \\'as reas()ll to bclievc thitt Century
Citr's architecture might grou as richlr as its plant life. In 1()6,1

its thircl antl fourth builclings. I.M. I'ci's 27-storv Ccnturl Park
Tir*'ers apartnlents (lirter c()nvcrtetl into conclominiums). set ll
strong clesign stunclarrl. Unlortunittclv. ovcr thc vears occupants
ol manv units hare glassecl in thcir recesserl balconies. thus dintin-
ishing the vigor and consistencv of [)c:i's statement. [:]ven so. the
t()\\'ers still represent a r-nilesttxc in local high-risc housing clesign.

Othcr earl1, buildings- a holcl bv Yamasaki ancl office builtl-
ings b1 Becket. HOK. ancl Albcrt (1. \lartin & Associates-clid
not mcasurc up to Pei's work but slill were solicl. rcspectable

\tt( Hl I L( f uttl: .t,\Nti,\RY l9x8 6l



Below, vacuous plaza of Minoru Yamasaki's
twin Theme Tbwers. Right, Gruen Associ'
ates' recently topped-out, 37S-room Maniott
Hotel and Fox Plaza bevond.

efforts in the context of their time. Contemporaneously, howeveq
a pair of mediocre apartment towers was built, foreshadowing
a decline in quality that, starting in 1970, became the rule rather
than the exception for about a decade and a half.

Office building design became erratic, as did the formal rela-
tionships among buildings. The residential sector became totally
suburban in character. Century City's original vision of a model
urban environment was supplanted by a myopic pragmatism. The
worst example unfortunately happened to be also the develop-
ment's largest component-Yamasaki's 2 million-square-foot
Theme Towers, built in 1975. These 44-story, 571-foot-tall twins,
at one time the tallest U.S. buildings outside a central business
district, were similar to Yamasaki's World Tiade Center towers
in New York City: volumetrically unelaborated, with a repeti-
tiously banal skin treatment. Their floor plates took the form
of equilateral triangles, a shape that results in squat propor-
tions and possesses the geometric property of blocking the most
view for a given amount of floor area.

Finally, at the end of 1984, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill's San
Francisco office ended the architectural drought by producing
a slender tower addition for the Century Plaza Hotel. This ele-

gantly gridded building plays a skillful set of variations on rhe
bay size and opening proportions of Yamasaki's nearby ances-
tor building and counterposes its vertical mass to the older build-
ing's horizontal arc. This is an architecture of understatement
and refinement, coming to expressive life at its top, where the
play of solid and void within the continuing structural grid cre-
ates a supple termination to an otherwise rigorous design. The
tower's aluminum skin (a common material in Century City-at
least eight of its larger structures are so clad) adds another ele-
ment of animation. Depending on how it catches the sunlight,
its color can range from light bronze to a dusty plum, and its sur-
face can seem matte or reflective. At the time of its completion,
this tower was arguably the best-designed building in Century City.

But in 1986 it was displaced by what is probably Los Ange-
leds best postwar skyscraper, built just a block away. The 3-story
Fox Plaza, designed by Scott Johnson of Pereira Associates, sits
on a rise south of the office cluster but at the center of the over-
all development. Unlike the hotel tower, its strengths reside
in sculptural and surface qualities straightforwardly expressed.

Yet Fox Plaza is not a one{iner; it reads well over a wide range
of distances, and the appearance of its semireflective glass and
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t\\'o-tone red granite skin varies in respttnse to changes of u'eather
and vantage point. It is an impressive sight fronr the Santa Mon-
ica freeway two miles awav, and it culminates the vista clown at
least two west-side thoroughfares thanks to its strongll'chiseled
form and some fortuitous bends in thc strcet grid. l.-vcn wl.ren

sighted fron the hills near downtown. a good nine milcs ofl . its
deltly shaped silhouette nrarks it an the pricle of thc L.A. sk1'line.

At those middle-to-iong distances. the builcling recalls a clas-
sic 1920s or'30s sk1'scraper. Its uppcr-level notching resembles
the legallv requirecl setbacks that became traclcmarks oI prewar
t()u'ers in Neu'York City ancl. through imitation. in most other
big cities. And with distance suppressing cletail, its walls appear
to have the monolithic soliditl'ol'prewar mas()nr\'.

But it is also very rnuch a chilcl oi its time. If its moclern allu-
sions tell us that we live in a postmodern age that often loctks
bzrckward for reassurance. manv of its specific cletails tell us that
late modernism also remains a vital tradition 1oda1'. This is a
clean-lined building that strikes an astute balance betu'een sim-
plicity ancl inciclent. Its manipulation of surfacc reflections pays
conscious homage to artists of light and space such as Robert
Irwin. and reminds us that archi(ecture can find a convincing

-Ir'o lre rr'.r rtl Scott Johtr.sott'.s Fct-t Plu:cr
illustntre ir.s t'uriecl Ictcucle.s. Le.f't , risirtg
u b ct v e a re.s i cl e tt t i a I rt e i g h b rt r lt o r t d o tt d,
below. in reltttiott to older oflic:e buildings

basis in real phenomena as u'ell as in historical reference.
Thc building's form is that of a complex prism. in which one

sculptural volume scems to be emerging at a 4-i degree rotation
from the top of another. This e\'ocative geometr-v has ctlmnler-
cial value, since it allows for 16 cclrner offices on each f'loor. It
also conlributes to the tower's success as a landmark. enabling
it to present varied faces in different directions and to respond
clynamically to the constantly changing viewpoint of an occu-
pant of a moving car.

In this scnse. it is a quintessentially Los Angeles builcling, and
that characteristic is restated in its relationship to its setting. The
Fox Plaza site is six zlcres, more than half the size tlf the origi-
nal Rockefeller Center and incredibll' large for just one medium-
sized urban skyscraper. Much of this ground area is occupicd
br, a multilevel. 1.830-car parking garage. The north sidc of that
structure is visible along Olympic Boulevard, and it is designed
nicely enough to contribute to the vista along the street. lts top
level forms a large motor court behind the tower-even larger
than planned because the client is still undecided about erect-
ing three pavilionlike buildings designed to give shape and scale
to that space. With the plaza thus unfinished and with un-built-
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upon land extending hundreds of feet in other directions. the
Fox tower is an extreme example of a building adrift in amor-
phous space rather than grouncled within a strong urban matrix.

Here. Fox Plaza is vicitimizecl by Centurl. City's suburban
shapelessness: it is a building that cries ou1 for a coherent urban
setting and a better delined spatial context. In that respect. it
is lcss typical of Los Angeles than of Houston. where such sophis-
ticated design is common in commercial skvscrapers and where
tall buildings float in seas of open space even more commonlv
than they do in Los Angeles ancl the lack of a pedesrrian-scaled
context for midtown office buildings is even more apparent. Thus.
Fox Plazas success is spectacular but not complete. This elegant
tower has managecl to transcend its setting architecturallv but
not to escape it in terms of urban clesign.

A third recent builcling is just short of completion as these
words are written. The Marketplace. clesigned br Be njamin
Thompson Associates, is a smaller food hall inserted into the
twice-expanded Century Square shopping center thar was first
built in l9M. Ia pK)gram is the now familiar festival marketplace.
and its style is an unassuming tropical vernacular, not so much
Californian as Caribbean in flavor. Its primarl, design statement.

6,1 ARCHITECT(JItE,JANIJARY I9E8

aside from prominent graphics. is a red metal pitched roof that
will be better visible from nearby office building windows than
from its patrons' eye level. Inside. that loftl,roof will shape
Century City's first significant pubtic indoor space. and, given
the Angeleno infatuation with food and the universal human
response to well proportioned architectural space, the Market-
piace promises to be a positive and popular addition to the
single unequivocally pedestrian-friendlv sector of Century Cit1,'.

Thus. the three most recent Century City buildings include
tw() verv visible landmarks and one self-effacing building that
promises to be well used and well likecl nonetheless, Still to be
completed are a recently topped-out 37S-room Marriott Hotel
bl Gruen Assclciates and a 40-story office tower by Pereira Asso-
ciates that is stili under design. Neither of these seems likely to
equal their immediate prede-essors in design quality. so C.-niury
Citv's last act probably will end with less panache than it began.
Nevertheless, that trio of buildings. especially the two towers.
brings a welcome measure of architectural respectabiiity to Cen-
tury Citl'. and provides a tantalizing glimpse of what might have
been if architectural design excellence had been given a consist-
ently. higher priority over the life of the project. I
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We are not used to thinking about architecture in terms of trag-
edy and comedy. Yet lnternational Style architects str()ve to crc-
ate spaces that would achieve a heroic sense of tragic isolation.
And more recentlv others-notably Charles Moore-have
clesignecl in a comic mode thal reaffirms the fluid and the
unconventional.

Jon Jerde, AIA. has made the most of working in the cornic
mocle. Horton Plaza by his Jerde Partnership is bcst understood
as a series of theatrical stages that entploy position. distance,
ancl symbolic decoration for dramatic effect. Jerde scripted.
designed, ancl produced the San Diego complex as if it were a
movie. and the effect is a comic ()pera stage set where social
ritual is playeci out in architectural space. The fttllowing is an
acc()unt of that ritual on a given dav.

7 A.M. At Broaclway and Fourth Mcxican workers wait quietly
for buses. Diagonally across the street is a small, simple park
surroundcd by benches and adorned at its center with a templelike
fountain Irving Gill designed in 1909. This morning the dozen
or more street people sitting there are joined by several religious
proselytiz-ers reading scripture to them.

This small. palm-studded park, now a corner of Jercle's extrav-
aganza. is the original Horton Plaza. Since about 1870. when it
was built, it has functioned as the physical and psvchological
heart of clowntown. A century after its completion. clowntown
had degenerated into an urban combat zone replete with porno
shops and cheap hotels; as recently as a few years ago the park
was overrun with clown-and-out characters. But most of the alcc>
holics, drug acldicts. ancl hon-reless have responded to changes
in the neighborhood by moving elsewhere. The old park's walks
have been resurfacecl in brick, kept very clean. The pavers extend
to Robinson's department store on the northeast corner of the
new Horton Plaza complex.

Pro.li,.t.sot Rattrl teuc'he.t ttt tht' gt'aduart' schoo,l o.t' ot'( hit(L'Iut'1,
and plantting at the Univer.sit.r' o.l Cqlitornia. Lo.s Angeles.

{4t , e, !1:,

7:15 A.M. There are no gates or tloors into the shopping plaza;
the facility is alwa-vs open. This opcnness necessitates intense
surveillance by' a security force thrce times that of comparatively
sized rnalls. The maintenance staff . too. operates on a 2'l-hour
schedule.

An ascending "grand staircase" states unambiguouslv the tran-
sition from the public street t() the plaza's interior. To get to the
staircase. however. vou have to u'alk around a sunken plaza that
contains the Lyceum. playhouse for San Diegcr's repertory com-
panv. and an ohelisk. Here the cle.'ice of making pedestrians go

around obstacles is first evident. Jerde believes people abhor
walking in straight lines. that ther prefer to traverse a spacc on
the diagonal or in a great arching c:urve, and that they enjoy
looking in all directions rather than aktng maior axes. Much as

merchandisers interrupt shoppers' paths on the gr<lund floor of
clepartment stores u'ith strategicall\ placed counters offering
impulse items. the center discourages direct crossinqs.

Thc staircase, modeled alter onc in Perugia, is interrupted
on the diagonal by a striking terra-c()tta-colorecl arcade builcling.
This tall, gaunt structure slices through thc Horton Plaza complex
with a powerful straight edge. Front the top of the stairs a long
courtyard unfolds, formed b.v the arcade building on the right
lrnd a crescent fucadc opposite.

7:30 A.M. Gray morning fog lingers above the open court-
yard. There are signs of life insicle the still-closed shops.
Maintenance workers wash down awnings with soapy liquid. The
morning sun rellects from sparklingl,v- clean signs that can be
read from a variety of angles and clirections, adding visual
complexity'. On the left. the yellow stepped building that runs

Ahove. four level.s open lo the .sk)'uttcl ulive t'ith people in the
smaller c.tf' Horton Plttza'.s ltro ittterirtr court.t'urd,s. Merv.t'n's, the
lea.st 1l'ice1' rt.f'.fctur cle;tartment .storc rtnc'hctr'.s. ctccttpie.s onl.r' the
l o v:e r t w o .fkt o r'.s. Le l l, t h e j u z :.r p u l u z z ct - b e.fl a g ge d, t ri ctngtt l ar,

ond ctttting a shttr1:t ('orner intrt the lorger cotrrtvartl.
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Above. .sidev'ulk yarrtlittg rut't.t ut'c ,ttrute-
g i c u I l.v I t I o c a d c' r t t u' t.r' u r L I l) u I t (' t u u t i o t t,\.
'l he.t' collectivel.t' crctrtuttt .f'ot o high lrey-
L'entuge o.f sule.s ctr,tllurs irt the cctmplex.
|hcirtg 1tuge. lteeple lose itthihitiort.s, stqp
utrd yiew the .sc:t:rtt,. .\uunter through. Nlil-
ttut'l' ttten itt t'ris1t tttttlontt.s et'e u (ontnon
sighl in llte ltlo:u.

t.he lcn{th of the mall vaguely resembles American Indian pueb-
los on a canvon wull. On the right. the straight arcade building
is interruptecl by a projecting trinngular tower in olive green and
an appenclcd Venetian bridge. Topiary hippopotamuses cavort
in comic innocence in the courtvard.

Thc t()wer nlarks thc entrancC to the Broaclway department
store with its arched orange window. All four of Horton plaza's
departnent storcs are icientified bv towen and fnrnted by squares.
like piazzas in front of ltalian churches.

8 A.M. After passing under the low overhang of the blue bridge,
I am confrontecl bv the pointed presence of the black and white
tiled "palazzo" building that encloses a smaller courtyarcl. An
edge of thc triangular palazzo narrows the passage into a sntall
lanc. u,hich is punctuatecl by a freestanding, four-faced antique
clock set plunk in its center. The paknzo's upper level is an open
terrace filled t'ith rows of colorful dining tables.

On the tcrrace ncarby. employees are gearing up to open the
mvriatl I'ast-fooci stands. Some of the signs here seen to leer or
shriek at you. as if cxpressing enthusiasm for food. Close to a
qLrarter of the mall shops sell food, a higher percentage than is
tvpical in suburban centers. Much of the action throughout the
day ancl well into the evc'ning centers around these little food
shops. which arc clustered near a seven-screen movie theater.

8:30 A.M. Here and there people stroll through. sit alone writ-
ing letters. or gaze at the bay. A phalanx of four middle-aged
men in short pants and athletic shoes moves through at a healthy
specd. 1-he1,talk loudly. spryly navigate stairs ancl ramps. charge
along the unoccupied terraces with a sense of mission, climb to
the highest point in the plaza. and then leave my sight down a
series of stairs. their voices trailing.

9 A.M. Farther into the plaza the spaces becttme fractured
by a collection of seemingly unrelated building elements domi-
natecl by an indigo and red, zigzag-tiled Moorish dome at the
entrance to lvlerlryn's department store. Mervvn's has several lev-
els of rooftop activities. -fhere is a bandstand ringed with shops.

I
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a "sports deck," and-visible through a large oculus-a mez-
zanine that one city guidebook calls "a rooftop gallery of res-
tauran8." Hovering above the restaurants is a large, fan-shaped,
metal frame structure painted a periwinkle blue. It resembles a
member of some 19th-century railroad bridge.

Directly ahead is Nordstrom's department store, a stately free-
standing building capped with a cream, pink, and light blue tower
that recalls California mission architecture. Nordstrom's exterior
escalators offer the only unambiguous means of vertical travel
(other than elevators) in the entire plaza. As one customer told
me later in the day, "It's great to wander around here as long
as you don't have to get to a particular place. That can be
frustrating." Past Nordstrom's, at the end of the plaza opposite
where I started, another monumental staircase descends to a
shaded dining plaza adjacent to the city street.

9:15 A.M. Walking back on the top level,I pass along Mervyn's
peristyle, along the edge of the restaurant mezzanine, and down
the long hall of the arcade building to an area three stories high
overlooking the Lyceum's sunken plaza. Marie Callender's caf-
eteria on the third level has been open only a few minutes, but
already all the window tables are occupied. The cafeteria boasts
an average of just over three minutes from customer arrival
through food selection to completion of purchase.

9:30 A.M. From my high vantage point I see small groups of
people wandering into and crossing the courtyard. People side-
step varnished vendor carB strategically placed to break up direct
lines of walking. The bright colors and complicated vistas con-
spire to make people seem youthful, buoyant. They move with
accented dancelike steps.

f0 A.M. The plaza is beginning to hum with activity. Frrst show-
ings are already under way in the movie theater. People move
along almost all the decks, ramps, and bridges, but not yet in
great numbers. Children scamper around their parents.
Early shoppers seem intent on getting to particular stores; mili-
tary men in civilian clothes, recognizable by their short hair-

cuts, seem not to be going anyplace special; and couples and
individuals wander casually, occasionally stopping to watch the
crowd.

11 A.M. The sun is high and the mist has disappeared; large
areas receive direct sunlight. The plaza is quite busy now. Most
people enter from two large parking structures on the edges of
the plaza. The day's first musicians, singing minstrels, arrive;
later they are replaced by a brass band.

Noon. The tables atop the palazzo are full; fast-food purvey-
ors are doing a brisk business. More and more people stream
on bridges, ramps, terraces, and balconies, and the general pace
has slowed somewhat; the noise level has risen to a pleasant roar.

1 P.M. The plaza has become crowded and the pace has slowed
more, but the festive atmosphere remains.

2 P.M. Some tired shoppers retreat to the cool sanctuary of
the larger stores. The crowd in the plaza includes teen-aged boys
carrying Day-Glo-colored skateboards, intensely observant Euro-
peans speaking various tongues, Japanese tourists madly click-
ing cameras, families from Mexico obviously enjoying the place,
bubbly teen-aged girls whispering breathless conspiratorial com-
ments, locals carrying ghetto blasters with the volume turned
down, and a few serious shoppers. Curiously, some very old and
frail people appear to feel at home, even at this height of the
hubbub.

3 P.M. As the sun's intensity wanes the crowd thins out and
the plaza seems more the habitat of the "flaneur," an urban per-
sonality type suggested by the French verb implying strolling,
sauntering, loafing.

4 P.M. Sidewalk vendors are still receiving a good deal of atten-
tion. Some of these do greater sales volume than fairly large
stores. "People feel free to ask questions and browse," one oper-
ator tells me. "I get the feeling these are customers who don't
want to deal with sales people in shops."

6 P.M. The sidewalk vendors begin to pack away their mer-
chandise. As one says, "You can get alone in a hurry here." As
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Above, an impromptu acrobatic perform-
ance, lunch in the palazzo, and layered
views through architectural stnge sets. Fac-
ing page, a troup of tourists from abroad,
armed with cameras, swings through the
plaza, which frequently hums with a babel
of languages.

the shops close up, employees quickly disappear into the park-
ing structures. High above the Lyceum Theateg in a balcony
in the arcade building facing the city street, the brass band plays
in a slow, New Orleans Preservation Hall style. Groups of youn-
ger people dressed for cooler evening temperatures enter the
plaza with refreshed steps.

7:30 P.M. Movie lines snake along upper decks, stairs, and
ramps that earlier were dotted with tourists. With advancing dark-
ness, the sales-machine environment seems to have been turned
down considerably. The illuminated signs and displays cast a soft
glow for the few remaining windcw shoppers. Many elements
of the plaza s design that seemed hokey in daylight now seem
more convincing. Mctorian lamps on parapets have become lovely.
[.ong ramps for people with disabilities are studded with minilights
to become fantasy gangplanks. The environment feels secure.

9 P.M. Outdoor restaurant tables are almost full. People queue
up for Heaven, a 1950sstyle hamburger joint with jukeboxes blast-
ing vintage rock 'n' roll. While business is fair at Harbor House:
Top of the Plaza, volume does not approach that of another Har-
bor House restaurant in Seaport Village. The plaza appears not
to be a strong draw for so-called destination diners.

10 P.M. Only a few venues remain open. At the Hat Shop peo-
ple are trying on headgear with pink rabbit ears, magenta fez-
zes, two-foot-tall top hats. Next door is Super Star studios, where
people pay to be videotaped lip-syncing recordings superimposed
against backgrounds of European cities. The recorded results
are projected to a small crowd outside.

11 P.M. From the Lyceum Theater complex two levels below
grade theatergoers make their way up spiral stairs to the street
level. Over at the old fountain of the original Horton Plaza peo-
ple qather for free sandwiches and doughnuts provided by a local
mlsslon.

Midnight. A security guard in a blue suitcoat, standing near
a topiary hippopotamus, tells me, "I have people all over the
complex now checking the nooks and crannies to make sure no
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one sleeps here." He describes the video/audio surveillance sys-

tem for parking areas. "Nothing happens here that we can't han-
dle with our staff. The Icity] police almost never come into the
complex. A lot of military people visit here, but they are no prob-
lem. I was 30 years in the military myself and most of my men
are ex-military. . . . People come through here all night long.
Guests over at the hotel who can't sleep wander through at 2
A.M. That's what we're here for."

After two years in operation Horton Plaza can be judged a

success in helping downtown San Diego shake a reputation for
seediness. Horton has become the linchpin in a redevelopment
that includes a hotel and convention center. These and a city
commitment to generate downtown housing suitable for white-
collar workers were among the preconditions set by the devel-
oper. Horton Plaza was seen as part of a long-term commitment
to the central city, a policy that convinced department stores
to enter the venture and lenders to back it.

Now San Diego's third{argest tourist attraction after the zoo
and Seaworld, Horton Plaza has become a focus of civic life.
Bob Hope performed here in a U.S.O.-sponsored concert, mar-
athons and parades start here, public ceremonies take place here,

and local television news spots originate here.
While taxable sales are 50 percent higher than predicted and

the developers are reaping higher than expected profits, the pla-
za s success is not unmitigated. The figures mostly reflect prof-
its of the small operators and not the department stores, some
of which appear quite unpatronized. Shopping bags are uncom-
mon in Horton Plaza, while food, entertainment, and impulse
purchases are much in evidence.

Rumor has it that several majors would have never gone into
Horton without receiving commitments for coveted locations
in suburban malls. In this regard Horton demonstrates that depart-
ment stores may be unnecessary for the success of a downtown
center.

Horton Plaza thrives in spite of daunting discomforts. Cus-

tomers are willing to drive downtown and park in decks that
are notoriously difficult to understand and navigate. People com-
plain that they can see their cars but cannot get to them- One

woman told me she had to "scramble over a multistory drop"
to reach her car. Six fruits and six vegetables mark parking areas,

but what good are they, asked one shopper, "if you know your
fruit but you don't know where it is?"

The plaza has seven levels, including a "high three" and a "low
three," a "high two" and a "low two." Half levels formed by the

offset make for interesting views within the plaza but cause con-

sternation to someone trying to get to the other side of the can-
yon. And the names of areas in the plaza make about as much
sense as the fruia and vegetables. I made futile attempts to locate

Chelsea Court, the Esplanade, Columbus Tower, Galleria, the

Colonnade, and other zones using the color'faded, three-
dimensional, Plexiglas directional aids.

Yet people continue to come in droves. They told me: "This
place has character." "It is intimate and yet big enough to_be

exciting." "This is confusing as hell, but it's fun." Horton Plaza

seems to appeal to a wide variety of people because of its col-
ors, soundi, and smells of the market and carnival. None of
the many people I interviewed expressed awareness of the imag-

ery of Italian cities, and they couldn't be provoked into much
interest in these architectural quotations.

There are at least three ways to evaluate Horton Plaza. Is it
the overheated ravings of a postmodern mind run amok? In this
interpretation, Jerde and his design team are out-of-control art-
ists substituting tidal waves of visual excitement for genuine
architecture. Or is it an extension of merchandising design, which,
like commercial television, creates a desire, divides attention,
and makes the user vulnerable to impulsive buying? Or does it
herald a new approach to architecture as "experiences" rather
than buildings? Jerde says, "I often say I'm in the movie busi-
ness, but there are no cameras, no actors, and no endings."

Perhaps it is a combination of the three. D
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The American suburban office building is probably the least
satisfactory of all the basic building types we are designing in
this country today.

Most architects, strapped by budgets and banal clients, try
merely to give such a building some new shape, which they then
set down on a field of asphalt as one might set a vase on a table.
They "soften' the exterior with stagey landscaping and on the
interior they carve out an atrium filled with potted foliage. But
atrium and landscaping seem only to mock the rich natural world
that usually lies, inaccessible, beyond the parking lots.

Such designs ignore two issues. The first is how to involve
the building with its site, so as to enhance the lives of the peo-
ple who work there. The second is how to replace the rich pub-
lic world of streets, shops, restaurants, clubs, and services that
surrounds and supports city office buildings.

The new Codex headquarters outside Boston confronts these
issues and as a result is unquestionably the best suburban office
building in eastern New England, although that isnt saying much.
What's impressive at Codex is the attempt to create some sense
of a public world in both the building and the landscape-
"urbanity without urbanism," says the architect, Fred Koetter,
AIA, pointing to the Italian Renaissance villa as a prototype
for that paradoxical quality.

Inside the building, one att€mpt at a public world means broad,
skylighted, triple-height arcades instead of corridors. It means
a glazed winter garden, an elegant library a light-flooded cafe-
teria with views across a rooftop herb garden-that's right, herb
garden-toward a grass horse track. Outdoors, it means an
Arcadian garden with paths, ponds, and natural plantings.

Codex, now a subsidiary of Motorola, designs and sells elec-
tronic communications systems-"modems and multiplexes," in
the diction of the trade. The new building began in the mind of

is president, James Storey, who seems to have run the company
single-handed and who decided, in 1978, to create a headquar-
ters that would be a "lasting" work of architecture.

The site for this ambitious building was to be an abandoned
horse farm, Maresfield Farm, in the suburb of Canton. The farm
lies beneath the Great Blue Hill, a Boston landmark and the
centerpiece of a woodland reservation'

Not surprisingly, the idea of building a corporate headquar-
ters next to the Great Blue Hill proved controversial. Robert
Redford, the actor, and Dave Cowans, a former Boston Celtic'
were among the ecologically minded who opposed the proposal.
The dispute was settled by an agreement between Codex and
Canton, later ratified by the state. Codex would develop only
11 of the farm's 55 acres; it would maintain the rest of the land
in active agricultural use; and it would build no more than 250'm0
square feet of office and related space, under no more than
125,000 square feet of roof.

With this exemplary program in hand, Codex moved equally
wisely to choose an architect. Storey decided on a competition
and with two advisers invited 100 firms to enter. The advisers,
who along with Storey also made up the jury, were Jaquelin
Robertson, FAIA, dean of the University of Virginia school of
architecture, and Michael Buckley, president of Halcyon Ltd.
of Hartford, a firm of development consultants. Forty-eight firms
submitted designs in the first stage; four were chosen to develop
their proposals in a second stage; and from these Koetter's design

was selected. Koetter, at the time, was a professor at the Har-

Above, research labs line the horse track that rounds the build'
ing's west side; left, top and bottom, glass-topped south facqde:
left, cente4 pond adorns the east side of the building; site plan
shows melding of buildings and landscaping.

ARCHITECTURE/JANUARY 1988 73
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vard University graduate school of design who had built little.
As it has finally taken shape on the site, the Codex headquar-

ten is a big, low building made of red sand-struck brick, gran-
ite, lead-coated coppeg white windows, and gray slate roofing,
all traditional New England materials. It stands among clumps
of equally New England sugar maples, oaks, and white pines.

From the outside, the building looks somewhat austere. Koetter
says that traditional New England mill buildings were one source,
although the idea of a mill on a farm seems odd. The bold
gridding of the mullions can seem a little stark, and when seen
together with the round library turret at one corner they give
the building something of the look of a prison.

The best views are from across a pond on the east side and
across the grass horse track on the west. A curving wing of
research labs bends to embrace the track like a grandstand, dram-
atizing the fact that the building is responding to its site as well
as to its internal needs.

At its edges, the building generally steps down nearer the
ground to relate to the scale of the farm outbuildings, and spe-
cial spaces-the auditorium, for instance-tend to cluster in
houselike shapes at the perimeter for the same Leason. At the
entrance side, three freestanding gabled arcades protect the visi
tor while complicating the building unnecessarily.

Tbken as a whole, the exterior of Codex is handsome and quiet,
but the exterior isn't the real strength of the design. It lacks an
overall shape or idea, seeming rather to be a heap of small inspi-
rations, or perhaps one big boxy shape larded with many small
overlays.

Inside, by contrast, the order is simple and clear. In the cen-
ter of the building is the winter garden; on one side of it is the
entrance lobby; on the other three, the wide arcades serve broad
expanses of office space. The winter garden is meant to be an
outdoorsy space, the opposite of the usual climate-controlled
atrium, and is neither heated nor cooled.

In winter, heat carried from the computer rooms keeps the
plants alive; in summer, roof exhaust fans moderate the heat
buildup. In the early sketches, the winter garden was floored
mainly in gravel, like a true outdoor square, with picnic tables
and even with horses wandering around. It evolved into some-
thing much tamer and, to this observer, too thickly carpeted with
plantings and with benches that look more ornamental than use-

iul. It's now a viewing garden but a splendid one, a visual delight
shared by everyone in the building.

Other spaces are equally fine. The auditorium is a gem and
so is the round library. The cafeteria is broken into dining rooms
of many kinds and sizes, all delightful. Daylight seems to flood
the building almost everywhere. Materials are solid: cherry floors,
mahogany trim. Ceilings and walls are given scale and measure
by gridded beams and pilasters, and the grid theme carries out
onto trelliswork on the dining terrace.

The interiors architect, Carol Fippin Inc., was responsible for
space planning, all movable furnishings, and, in consultation with
Koetter and his partner Susie Kim, some of the built-ins and
the choice of finishes.

One aspect of the interior caused problems. The competition
program called for a building to house 1,000 employees. But
Koetter's scheme devoted so much space to public circulation
that this number, or anything approaching it, proved unattain-
able within the envelope mandated by the agreement with the
town. Storey chose to build the design and modify the program,
rather than vice versa.

It may be, too, that as the design evolved with its broad axial
galleries and fine finishes it became a bit too much the toy of
the architect and the company president. Certainly the building
seems a little formal and dressy for the people who use it.

As for the landscaping-by Laurie Olin of Hanna/Olin of Phil-

Left, from top, grid patterns carry through the building to three-
story interior public spaces, in the trelliswork surrounding the
auditorium, and in the cheerful and open cafeteria spaces. Op-
posite, skylighted qtrium provides daylight to a generous corri-
dor and its adiacent interiors.
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adelphia, a Harvard colleague of Koetter's at the time-it's impres-
sive. An example is the treatment of parking: at Codex, there
is no sea of parked cars. Employee parking is tucked away in a
garage fitted tightly between the building and the major high-
way that edges the site. The garage is mitigated in every way
possible. It is half underground, with bermed edges that cover
the noses of can beneath them. London plane trees, planted at
the garage's lowest level, grow up through its top deck and appear,
from above, like big shrubs (they were specially grown for two
years in a nursery to keep the branches only at the tops). The
berm edges the whole length of the site along the highway; it is
planted with trees in a natural mix of species and ages that, when
grown, will form a scenic barrier hiding Codex from the high-
way and the highway from Codex.

Or take the two ponds-picturesque and romantic in shape.
They are artificial and serve as critical parts of the building's
heating/cooling system. They are designed to leak water side-
ways into the ground; this groundwater, at a constant 52 degrees
Fahrenheit year-round, is piped into the building where it cools
in summer and, by means of a heat pump, heats in winter. It is
then returned to the ponds to leak out again. No backup heat-
ing is required until the outdoor temperature falls below zero.
The ponds also control rainwater runoff, of which none is per-
mitted to leave the site.

The ponds are, thus, models of ecological balance, but of
course they are also a visual and social amenity. "You need places
where people can escape from these suburban buildings, get out-
doors with a sandwich," Olin says. "Especially for the research
types, they need to be able to walk and talk and bond together
with one another." The pond nearer the building, with a sinu-
ous walk, a gazebo, and a more formal grove of trees with
benches, is meant for that kind of socializing.

And there are other amenities. The grassy track, for instance,
is handy for joggers who sometimes also climb the Blue Hill.
And eventually, if Codex lives up to its verbal agreemen8, there
will be animals again on the farm. Koetter has sketch-designed
a octagonal barn, and there is also to be a greenhouse in which
new plants for the building and site can be grown. The former
farmhouse has been restored as Codex's visitors cenrer.

James Storey is no longer at Codex (partly, it is said, because
he never established a budget for his building), and some of his
best ideas seem unlikely to be implemented by successors, who,
one suspects, aren't quite sure what his building is all about.
Storey's newsstand and travel agency-fragments, at least, of a
public world-remain unrealized. But Codex, as both a client,s
dream and an architect's realization, remains a standard asainst
which to judge suburban office buildings. n

The physical and social heart ofthe building, the winter garden,
is a friendly, outdoorsy space.

o
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Bridgelike \Ahllavry System Links
A Set of F'ive 0ffice Pavilions

ScLt,htmlte,v'ger Corp., Arls?in, Ter., Systelms Center By Joel Wat'ren' Bctrno

\ joint-venture firm combining the offices of Howard Barnstone,
ilIA, of Houston and Robert Jackson, AIA, of Austin was
:hosen to design a campus for the Austin Systems Center of
ichlumberger Well Services, a division of the multinational oil-
:xploration giant Schlumberger Technology Corp. Using only 20
rcres of a 438-acre site in the hills northwest of Austin, the plan
;ailed through city commissions that held up a number of other
rrojects in the environmentally sensitive area. Work proceeded
;moothly, but falling oil prices and bad times for the company's
:omputer-chip-making subsidiary forced it to lay off employees
rnd made the decision to press on with construction difficult.

But persevering was a good choice for Schlumberger. Quiet,
let elegantly expansive, the center is as close to the suburban
)ampus ideal as anything between the Salk Institute and Char-
ottesville, Va. It's introspective and turns away from the world,
rs suburban office campuses almost always do. The move away
'rom the city, however, is directed not at projecting a powerful
mage but at making the workers feel good about what they do.
t provides a near-perfect match for the high-tech but slightly
'eclusive corporate culture of Schlumberger as well as for the
;pecial character of the site.

"Everybody here is an engineer," said John Warren, manager
rf general services at the Schlumberger Austin Center. The cen-
er provides engineering and systems-integration services for the
rbove-the-surface part of Schlumberger's worldwide oil-field work,
rs well as for the satellite and other data-communications oper-
ttions. "It's essential that people working on one project here
alk to people working on other projects," Warren said.

Interaction among the employees of the Austin Center was

the chief objective of the company's program, according to the
late Howard Barnstone, who died last year after Schlumberger
was built. "They didn t want the new facility to be in any way
stratified," Barnstone said. "They wanted the space arranged
so that the newest engineer right out of college and top man-
agement would be bumping into each other day after day."

That part of the program combines with the best features of
the site to form the armature around which the Austin Systems
Center was developed by Barnstone and Jackson. The center is
a linear aggregation of five office buildings behind an entry pavil-
ion, following the stuttering twists of a narrow limestone canyon.

Offices, laboratories, a cafeteria, and other spaces serving the
165 current employees (fewer than a third of eventual full strength)
are housed in taut steel-framed buildings, each one or two sto-
ries tall, comprising around 175,000 square feet. All are clad in
adoquin stone from Mexico; the stone ranges in color from pink
to gray.

Even from the entry the parking lots, tucked among the trees,
are all but invisible. The pavilion has an auditorium on one side,
opposite a library that looks out onto a walled, gravel-paved peach
grove. The rectilinear grove is a necessary foil to the rest of the
project, which responds to the site instead of shaping it.

Beyond the entry pavilion, a long, broad, covered walkway
with a green corrugated metal roof, framed in heavy, sweet-
smelling fir timbers, leads down to the canyon's edge and inter-
sects with other timber-framed, green-roofed walkways, which
link the S-shaped line of office buildings. The most striking part
of the walkway system fronts the cafeteria (itself the only clas-
sically symmetrical composition on the site). Here it forms an

Opposite, fir timbers frame pergolas, pavilioru, and covered walks.roel Warren Barna is editor o/Texas Architect magazine.
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Belovr, the 'broadv;a1" circulation conidor at the inter-
section o| o stair tow'er. The S-shaped pede.strian path
that dontinates the site plan links buildings in the
comple,r and becontes the organizing element within
the bttilclirtg.s. Right, the anov'-straight entrattce axis
inter.sect.s the luzt' S path (.far right in phctto) and ter-
minate.s with u pavilion et ccut-r'on edge. A-rial photo,
oplto,site below,, sho\rs same walku'a1f'rom the west.
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uncovered bridge spanning a small ravine; it takes employees
into the treetops.

Inside, the walkways continue in what Jackson and Barnstone
called "the broadway." a circulation corridor under dark-glazed
skylights. These. said Jackson, "are literally the central part of
the design from the standpoint of employee interaction. There
is no other way into or out of the offices or labs."

Interior walls are finished in white-painted gypsum board. If
there is a weakness in detailing anywhere in the complex, it is
found bv looking up at the junction of black-mullioned skylights.
white walls. and framing timben (which are stained black indoon)

-walls and mullions look insubstantial and the timbers break
through unevenly, looking unfinished.

No such problems are found within the informal meeting areas
placed where the broadway intersects with corridors leading from
the offices along the building peripheries. And the offices them-
selves convey a sense of an individuality that Barnstone and Jack-
son wanted to encourage as a counterbalance to all the togeth-
erness of the broadway concept. Most offices have two or three
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types of computers, and all have a floor-to-ceiling blackboard
wall for calculations, doodles, and private decorations. All have
excellent views into the surrounding hills and canyon, accentu-
ated by the idiosyncrasy of their shapes. Angles of both interior
and exterior walls shift to follow the canyon walls outside. Each
office has a glass wall that brings light into the corridor and allows
passersby to enjoy the shifting view. "There's some loss of visual
privacy, but we decided that the view really belonged to every-
one in the plant," said Jackson.

"If there was going to be a conference, we wanted it to take
place in one of the meeting areas, not an office," said general
manager Warren. "That's working. But we are finding that peo-
ple have a very personal attachment to their own offices, with
their special shapes and special views." Said Warren of the com-
plex as a whole: "It's a success."

The reticence of the client and the skill of the architects will
keep that success a secret from the city that is spreading out to
embrace Schlumberger's Austin Systems Center. The employees
will know, however, and that's what matters. !
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Evaluatior:
PrototSpe in
The Suburbs

S( ) M' s C rmnec?icn,t G enera,L (not t; C IG I{A)
h,eodquctrturs. By Mi,ehuel J. Crosbie

The suburban corporate headquarten-a low-rise, rambling build-
ing surrounded by acres of manicured landscape-is as Ameri-
can an architectural invention as the skyscraper. Today we find
its nearly indistinguishable variants hugging the beltways of major
cities or the strip development of exurban sprawl. The office
building in the country has been likened to academe (as in the
"corporate campus") and the estates of landed nobility ("corpo-
rate villas," as Fred Koetter, AIA, describes them).

The headquarters of Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.
in Bloomfield, Conn., completed in 1957, was virtually the first
of its kind. Eero Saarinen s General Motors Technical Center
of 1956 is regarded as the first suburban corporate facility sited
on an expansive tract of land. But because of its specialized pro-
gram the Tech Center has fewer direct descendants than Con-
necticut General, which inspired several generations of "office
parks" and became for many architects (including its own,
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill) the touchstone for the design of
such buildings.

Thirty years after its completion, the building houses CIGNA,
a conglomerate of Connecticut General and Insurance of North
America, and is no longer the company's headquarters (since
moved to Philadelphia). But it is aging with a grace too seldom
found in modern office buildings. Inside and out it literally glis-
tens with polished glass and stainless steel, the very image of
an architecture of business efficiency and-to further stretch
the elastic notion of "regionalism"-New England thrift. J. Ray-
mond Fairman, CIGNAs director of corporate facilities who
joined the company a year before the building's completion,
remarks without boast that it "continues to look new, it is inex-
pensive to maintain, and virtually none of the original systems
and furnishings has required replacement." Of all the facilities
CIGNA has built since, this is the one that has best adapted to
change, says Fairman.
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In 1984 the building was named in honor of the late Frazar
B. Wilde, Connecticut General's president who formulated the
building's program in its broad outlines and conceived its siting
outside Hartford, where the company had been based since the
late 1800s.

As might be expected from an insurance company, Connect-
icut General took a long view toward the building's design and
fabrication. The building had to be flexible-able to adapt to
the company's projected growth over decades (its financing, for
example, was based on the building's initial costs and mainte-
nance costs over 50 years) and planned for expansion (which
took place, as projected , in 1972) . It also had to be made of
durable materials that would be easy to maintain. In fact, Con-
necticut General hired a materials consultant-Walter Voss, emeri-
tus professor of building construction atMlT-before it picked
an architect.

Wilde believed strongly that the best way to get a building
that met his company's particular needs was to be a client thor-
oughly involved in its design and construction. Connecticut Gen-
eral simultaneously chose SOM/New York as architect and
Tirrner Construction Co. as builder. Client, designer, and builder
were to work as a team from the building's inception to com-
pletion. "I don t think we've ever worked more closely with a
client or had a more demanding one," remarked partner-in-charge
Gordon Bunshaft, FAIA, of Connecticut General's role in the
design of the headquarters.

A full-scale mock-up of a typical bay was constructed on site
so that the team could test design and construction ideas as they
were conceived, as well as examine a range of lighting schemes,
furnishings, and finishes in situ before making decisions. Con-
necticut General wanted input from is employees, too; in laying
out the workstations, SOM and Florance Knoll, who designed
the original furnishings (nearly all of them still in use) and con-
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4ltot'e lelt. the heuttcltturret'.s u.s photetgraphecl irt l().17. Abot'e.
''aleteriu ltariliott. e.rputtclecl in 1972. is t.i.sible at lur.ri,ght in
tlclar photo. Right. elevutir.ttt o.f' erttronce to l()72 uclcliriott ttillt
tcrlestriutr mull to purking belou'.

iultcd ()n the interion. enrployed quarter-inch movable furniture
roclcls of the 500,00(lsquare-foot building in their meetings with
rlfice stafi.

Siting the new heaclquarters on a 28Gacre tract of farmland
;cven milcs I'nrm downtown Hartford had a direct relationshin
,r'ith hou, un insurance policy is processed. Wilcle c()nlpareLl t'hc
ssuilnce ancl pnrcessing ol insurance papers to a li_sht industrial
rperation: both pass from clne clepartment to another in assemblv-
irte lirshion.

"Like makins roasrers. ir's nor the tvpe of thing 1,ou do efii-
:iently in a 16-story building," says Bruce Havden. ri.ho',1'as sec-
'etary t() Connecticut General's building committee ancl in elfect
;ervecl as the client's representati\,'e to SON{. "Wilde's notion w.as
hat the builcling shoulcl be horizontal. and there uas plentv of
'( r( )m l( r sPftittl ,,ttl ."

SO\l canre up ivith six different schentes. amon-g them an
l-storv cube ancl a ntultibuilding cluster arrangement. A lou.

hrce-storr building r.'uas selected as the best for its ciesign of the
rffice as a "factor1." r,'u,ith a fir,'e-stor.,, north \\,'ing housing aclmin-
stration anci a single-st()rv cafL'teria pavilirrn viituallv alloat ()n
r reflccting pttttl. The three-storv section, measuring .lhtix.ll4
eet. was puncturecl bv four interior, T2-foot-square. ()pen-air c('urt-
'ards clesignecl by Isan'ru Noguchi. Thus. no emplovee in this
'asl olTicc would sit more than 30 fcet lrom a windovu,. The ooen-
llan offices were servicecl by six cores containing rest r()()nts,
tairs, equipntent storalle and ventilated coat closets, drinking
ountains. and pay phones.

The interior, with its 60-foot, clear-span steel structure. was
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completely column-free, furnished with a six-foot-module parti-
tioning system designed by SOM. The partitions lined up on
black strips in the gray tile flooq locking into brass buttons below
and the open-baffle, egg-crate ceiling above, also designed by
SOM. The same system is used today, maintained by CIGNA
with new partitions manufactured to original specifications.

In moving its headquarters out of Hartford, where most of its
employees lived, Connecticut General expected to lose 10 per-
cent of its more than 2,000 employees. The l4-mile commute
was not considered especially long, but many employees depended
on public transportation. An indication of car ownership was
SOM's provision of one parking space for every two employees.
The company ran its own shuttle for a while, and its staff dipped
only 2 percent. Today, of course, the location is considered a
plus in attracting employees, and the addition in 1972 of an
l,80Gspace parking garage boosted the ratio to nearly one-to-one.

The company was also concerned about the loss of what the
city offered workers in lunchtime and leisure activities. Thus it
provided not only a comfortable cafeteria with sweeping views
of the landscape, but also a gift shop, barber and beauty shops,
a bank, a lending library of records and books, lounges, a med-
ical department, and a L2-lane bowling alley. Most of these amen-
ities proved popular, nearly all have been refurbished (although
you'll find more joggers around the grounds than bowlers inside),
and the bank has been replaced with automatic teller machines.

CIGNA has maintained the building impeccably-surely an
indication of the company's satisfaction. The four Noguchi court-
yards have raised lawn care and pruning to sculptural arts-
maintenance workers wield hedge clippers like chisels to mar-
ble. The courtyards are accessible but rarely populated and
reportedly sweltering in the summer. According to Raymond
Fairman, the materials and finishes have held up amazingly well,
just as planned, although all those hard, durable surfaces result

Counterclockwise Jrom top lel't, one o.f the building's four interiot
courtyards designed by Isamu Noguchi; typical office interior
of the 1972 addition employs same architectural details and
.furnishings qs the 1957 spaces, es seen above.

in lots of ambient noise, particularly in the open-plan offices.
A fabric-finished acoustical panel has been added to the parti-
tioning system for conference areas. The permanence of the fin
ishes also means that the interior has looked the same since 1957.

which might get tiresome.
The 1972 addition, increasing the building's size by half , is

remarkable in that it joins the parent virtually undetectably, and
that was planned too. SOM's Roger Radford, AIA, who worked
on the original as well as the addition, explains that the build-
ing was designed to expand east, but after construction more
land was acquired to the west, making that the logical direction
in which to build. The addition is identical in layout and detail
to the original building, which now has six courtyards. The caf
eteria was increased by half-an addendum you could discover
only by counting its modules of glass in before and after photo'
graphs. It's as if the building regenerated itself out of its own
DNA molecules, growing new limbs. Radford says materials fol
the addition were surprisingly hard to come by. The steel sec-
tions had changed so there was a little finessing of the structure;
the quarry for the lower level's Quincy granite had closed and
a substitute had to be found; and the glass had been discontinued
and required a special run.

Connecticut General's headquarters as a type has been cop-
ied, certainly ad nauseam, across the country. But the key to
the original's success appears to lie in a quality that can't be
captured on film or in its plan-the collaborative nature of its
design, which translated a program into architecture with linguis
tic precision. !



-his huge facility (population 7,000) is a
Lirect descendent of the Connecticut Gen-
ral complex, the skyscraper-on-its-side cor-
rorate center, laid horizontally across a
ommodious site once thought impossibly
emote from the nearest urban core. The
Lislocation here was potentially even more
raumatic. Connecticut General was
nerely moving people from less-than-exotic
{artford. Pacific Bell was asking its
:mployees to leave the center of San
rrancisco.

Of course there are differences. Connect- "
:ut General made its move at a time when j
'ities were cities and suburbs were suburbs i
Lnd many corporations were tempted by
he lure of the latter. Some vielded. but
rot as many as had been widely predicted in postwar years.

Pacific Bell's site is in eastern Contra Costa County.40 miles
Lcross the bay from San Francisco, past the terminus of the BART
ystem (Pacific Bell operates shuttle buses for employees who
rse BART). It is in the town of Danville in the San Ramon Val-
ey, which, with places like Walnut Creek and Concord, was rural
refore the war, suburbanized after, and now has melded into
rne of those recently celebrated agglomerations on the fringes
rf metropolitan areas oddly called "urban villages." Vllage the
rrea is not-more a coagulation of sprawl.

There are also differences in materials-metal at Connecticut
leneral, concrete at Pacific Bell-and in plan. While SOM/New
(ork organized Connecticut General in cellular fashion around
:ourtyards, SOM/San Francisco gave Pacific Bell two linear,
--shaped segments joined at the juncture of the arms.

Despite their differences, what is remarkable about the two

complexes is how alike they are. Both are
low-rise. both rectilinear. both devoid of
decoration, both glassy. It's as if a gener-
ation of change in architecture had passed
this genre of building by.

They also have in common skill in exe-
cution. Pacific Bell's two Ls are separated
by open space but joined by an upper{evel
pedestrian bridge and an overarching.
open-work metal canopy whose only func-
tion, but an important one, is to unify the
complex visually.

Common-use facilities are at the junc-
ture of the Ls, whose arms extend to the
oerimeters of the site. cuttins it into four
i.g-.ntr of parking and land-scaping. One
of the common spaces is a three-story

atrium lounge, another an elegant circular food-service building
looking out on one of the complex's two large lakes. The food-
service building is divided into small, interesting spaces.

Because of site conditions requiring pile foundations, there
are 72-foot spans between columns, allowing great flexibility in
the mainly open landscape office spaces. These are perhaps the
most pleasant open landscape interiors since the same office's
Weyerhaeuser headquarten in Washington state. Colors and light-
ing both are subdued and restful, and the bands of mullion-free
glass bring in fine views of the surrounding hills (however unfor-
tunate the auto- and sprawl-filled foregrounds).

Among the special amenities of the complex are a museum-
quality art collection and MPA Design's generous landscaping
inside as well as out, using mainly native plants and trees.

Pacific Bell has four" wings in two connected L-shaped buildings.
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Far left photos: Above, atriumlike
entries at midpoint ol'each wing
extend glass a full three stories high
and divide wings into S0-foot bays
of mostly open offices. Below, a typ-
ical office area. Near left, the some-
what overscaled planters in the cen-
tral atrium lounge. Top. view across
one of two reflecting pools to curvi-
linear dining facility at the juncture
of the two buildings. Above, two
views of the bridge and canopy that
link the two at upper levels. J



'Urbane and Lively' f
Stimulus to Revival
Ria ers fuIe C cmuentfum C enter
Jtnnes Stentct:t't PoLsh.ek & Partnet's.
By Andrea, Oppenheiww Denn

In 1982, the Rochester Chapter/AlA convened to discuss James
Stewart Polshek & Partners'proposed design for the city's new
Riverside Convention Center. "Does anyone here like it?" some-
one asked. There was no answer. Wolf Von Eckardt, Hon. AIA,
then architecture critic for Time magazine, expressed the major-
ity opinion when he said, "It's big and boring, and it steals away
from the street." He also called it a clich6 and "anti-city."

Not long afterward, a group of psychics met at the Rochester
Holiday Inn, just across the street from the convention center
site. There a Toronto seer predicted that "four to five years
from now, everybody will be happy with it." Ironically, the
210,000-square-foot convention center's greatest strength is, in
fact, its urbane and lively design.

Its success was ensured, in part, by the New York Urban Devel-
opment Corp.'s decision-it contributed $40 million toward
construction-to cut no corners and let the architect design and
detail every corner of the facility down to the bulletin boards
and some of the furniture. The building, nevertheless, came in
under budget and almost on schedule.

"From its beginnings," says Polshek, "Rochester has been a
super-white-collar service tt-rwn. There is Eastman Kodak, Bausch
& L,omb, l.ouis Kahns Unitarian Church, a house by Frank Lloyd
Wright." The convention center site, on a corner bounded by
Main Street and the Genesee River, is at the somewhat frayed
center of a downtown stitched together with mostly pre-World
War II masonry buildings. Like most older U.S. cities, Roches-
ter has suffered abandonment and neglect, and the area surround-
ing the site was reduced to what Suressa Forbes, administrator
for economic development, euphemistically calls "marginal uses,"
meaning pornographic book stores, video arcades, and the like.

"The project is an outgrowth of our concerns to enliven the
downtown, respect its context, give something special back to
the city," explains design associate James Garrison, AIA.

To underscore the importance of the street edge and the build-
ing's threshold, the architects began by wrapping the Main Street
facade and the river elevation, containing the building's most
public and splendid space-its glass-covered galleria-with a thick,
rose-colored granite wall. Less fortunate are the east facade
(shielding the loading dock) and the south elevation (largely hid-
den), which are clad in mostly uninterrupted concrete block,
also rose-colored. Behind the articulated granite facing rises a
high-tech-looking aluminum box housing an exhibition hall and
conference rooms.

The horizontal banding of the stone on the west and north
facades was first criticized as trendy and later as dated. But
it echoes the patterns on nearby older buildings, especially the
recycled, former warehouses and mills at river's edge south of
the center. Moreoveq the banding enlivens the facades, dimin-
ishes their mass, and differentiates them from the gridded metal
volume behind them. Acting as interstitial tissue binding stone
and metal elements are broad expanses of glass. These occur
at circulation areas and over the galleria, bring in light, and open

Above and near right, Main Street elevation with entry portico
and skyway. Far right, view from the north.





Above, comprising the facility's centerpiece is a second-story,
,5 0, 000- s q uare -fo o t, c o lumn-f re e e x hi b itio n hal l. S e rv i c e d at grade,
it can accommodate meetings of up to 6,500 people and ban'
quets for 4, 100 and can be divided for smaller events. The cen-
ter's showpiece, opposite, is the 65-foot-high, glass-covered galleria.

the interiors to wide-angle views of downtown and the river.
Another target of criticism has been the less than complete

integration of the contrasting forms, especially the factorylike
stone facing and the glassy galleria. In fact, however, this bit of
conflict and contradiction adds visual liveliness and a sense of
energy.

The stone facade on Main Street, the same height as a low-
slung information center across the road, steps up to follow both
the street's incline and the vertical circulation within the build-
ing. It is overlaid at the entrance by a glassy, high-tech-looking
portico, above which a pedestrian bridge spans Main Street to
connect the center with the Holiday Inn. As the first piece in
Rochester's growing second-story skyway system, the bridge cre-
ates a sort of gateway to downtown.

Within the building all movement converges toward the
entrance: it contains a three-tiered grand staircase flanked by a
pair of escalators and serves as destination for both the skywalk
from the Holiday Inn and another connecting the back of the
center with a garuge. Zoning in the center is west to east and
north to south by functions, the public areas and circulation occur-
ring along Main Street, the galleria edging the river, and the
workaday spaces-meeting rooms, service spaces, loading docks

-lining the windowless east side. And because the site slopes
steeply toward the east, the 50,000-square-foot exhibition hall
is on the second floor rather than the more commonly used first.

Among several attributes making the center efficient are its
column-free spaces; the flexibility of all room and hall sizes
(though the moving of walls is made cumbersome by their less
than perfect fit, a result of grade changes); floor-based electri-
cal power set on a 30-foot grid throughout the building, as well
as lighting on dimmers; and superior acoustics. Also, an extra-
wide corridor outside the second-story exhibition hall, connect-
ing the hall to the north skyway system, is often used as a lounge
and bar area, which opens space in the meeting rooms. This cor-
ridor, and placement of stairways and circulation corridors along
window walls with floor-to-ceiling views of the city, make finding
one's way easy, unlike in some mazelike convention centers.

Most important "and most different from other convention
centers," says director Joe Floreano, "are the finishes and detail-
ing that pick up the motifs of the building's exterior"-its thick
walls, reveals, and colors of rose, white, and gray. Furniture not
designed by Polshek & Partners was selected with taste and good
sense by Floreano.

The heart of the Riverside Convention Center is. of course.
its 13,000-square-foot, 65-foot-high, glass-covered galleria with
large double trusses containing HVAC ducting. The galleria con-
nects the lower meeting/banquet rooms with the upper exhibit
hall. It ends in a glass-enclosed, apse-shaped greenhouse space
that overlooks the river and houses two doric columns, which
were part of the bank building that formerly occupied the site.
The galleria s principal attraction is its abundant natural light
and feeling of airiness, which is heightened by colorful linen ban-
ners by local weaver Jeanne Petrick that span the trusses. Unfor-
tunately, the Rochester sky's frequent leaden look is underscored
by gray columns and mullions.

As a redevelopment linchpin, the convention center seems
to be working. "From a planning perspective," says economic
development administrator Forbes, "the Riverside Center has
served a major catalytic role, anchoring the area of Main Street
and stimulating a lot of investment." Main Street is being torn
up to widen sidewalks and add street furniture at a cost of $17
million. A $40 million-plus, 27-story Hyatt Regency hotel is
under construction opposite the center on South Street and will
plug into it via skywalk. Meanwhile, the Holiday Inn across Main
Street spent $9 million on a face{ift completed in time for the
center's opening, and Stouffer Hotels spent $19 million to buy
and renovate the nearby Rochester Plaza.

Since its opening in August 1985, the Riverside Convention
Center has brought more new business ($37 million) and more
new convention and trade show visitors (more than 160,@0) to
the city than was projected. There is also evidence that subur-
banites are beginning to focus more on downtown again. !
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NOTES

There are thtee genoric installation methods for EPFM

roofing:

1. Fullv Adhered: Membrane rmfing is rolled onto the
substrate and allowed to relax. Und€rside is then fully
cmted with bonding adhesive. After both sur{aces
are tacky, the msmbrane is pressed onto the sub-

srrate uiittr a push broom' Adjoining thoets triu9-l

overl€p at least 3 in., wirh laps spliced and cemenled.
Membrane is mechanicallY seeured at perimeter and
pengtration edges. Flashing ptotects all edges, open-
ings, and penetrations.

2. Loose Laid: Roo{ing in this applicstion is laid loose

ov8r the substrat€, either deck or rigid insulation, and

baHasted in place. lt is positioned without stretching,
allowed to atain its nalural shape, and adiacent
sheets spliced with adioining sheets overlappir€ at
least 3 in. Sheets are cemented and rolled together
to sed seams, The m€mbrane is mechanicalry se-
cured at potimetef and penefation edges, and flash'
ing is installed. For ballast, a sufficient amount of
river-washed gravel is laid over the membrane to
provide 10 lb/sq tt of weight. As an altetnate, a pre-

cast roof paver system is applied to hold the roo{ing
membrana.

3. Mechanically Fastened: Membrane roof is directly at'
tached to the roo{ deck with mechanical fasteners.
The substrate is anchoted to the roof deck, and the
fasteners either go through both membrane and in-
sulation or only go through the insulation and deck,
with the membrane held down by retainer and cap
over the base. Sealant protects against moisture.

Many EPDM membranes are field surfaced to im-
pmve resistance to weathering and fire, or to snham
appaatance. . . .,i 'iil

GENERAL N9TES
EPDM elastomeric roofing is synth€siz€d from ethylene,
oroovlene, and a small amount of diene monomer' Man-
irla;iured sh€ets range in thickness from 30 to 60 mils'

. I i. .. ,.:i.t ..

Advantag€s: EPDM roofing exhibits a high degree of re"

sistance to ozone, ultraviolet, extreme temp€ratur€ ano

other elemmts, and degradation from abrasion. lt ls re-

siliont, strong, elastic, ind less prone to cracking and

tearing when compared to othet folms of membrane

roofing.

Disadvantages: Application m€rhods, speci{ic fotmulas
and con{iqutations for adhesives, fasteners, and coat-
inos are u-nioue with each system manutaclured. Mate-
riais, design, and appropriate use valy widely. Close

supervision and regular inspection by manufacturel are

a iequirement. Labor cost and time allotted for instslla-
tron may vary.
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ful. One that has worked well so far is replacing asbestos felt
with glass fiber membrane. Along with improving membrane
strength, however, glass-fiber felt has necessitated some changes
in application technique that researchers are only now coming
to fully understand, says Richard Boon, P.E., senior engineer at
Firestone Building Products Co. Nonetheless, the principle of
built-up roofs, with their full adhesion and comfortably redundant-
albeit ungainly-application, is well established in the
marketplace.

Testing avrd, wentherabiltitg
Predicting the lifetime of a product that is barely 20 years old
can be tricky business. "Weatherability"-how well the roof will
wear over time-is a major issue.

Some of the leading threats to a healthy roof are ultraviolet
radiation, thermal cycling, and ozone exposure. When PVC mem-
branes were first introduced as a roofing material, their
weatherability was questionable. Designed for a different expo-
sure than they received in the United States, they suffered hard-
ening, shrinking, cracking, and splitting. Since then manufacturers
have improved their performance by adding supporting fabric,
increasing thickness, and taking advantage of better stabilizers
and more stable plasticizen. Manufacturers now claim that PVC
can remain elastic over a l0-vear lifetime. accordinq to manu-
facturers' literature.

To establish such claims, manufacturen typically rely on four
basic accelerated tests, in addition to real-time test panels:
o The QUV test, in which roof samples are placed in a test appa-
ratus surrounded by eight fluorescent lamps that produce con-
centrated ultraviolet wavelengths.
. Carbon-arc testing using a "flame-type" synthetic light source.
Roof samples are periodically moistened to simulate dew and are
exposed to temperatures of 120 to 180 degrees Fahrenheit.
o Xenon-arc testing, which is similar to carbon-arc testing but
uses a long-arc, water-cooled xenon lamp. With carbon- and
xenon-arc testing, time supposedly is accelerated by a factor of
seven.
r The EMMAQUA (equitorial mount with mirron for accelera-
tion with water) test, which directs concentrated (eight to 10

times) sunlight to the membrane by focusing mirrors on a sin-
gle target area.

While all manufacturers take their testing quite seriously, opin-
ions differ as to which tests are the best. Stevens Elastomerics,
a division of J.P. Stevens & Co. Inc., a Northampton, Mass., man-
ufacturer of a Hypalon single-ply system, believes the EMMAQUA
test is the most realistic and accurate because it exposes the
roof samples to the full spectrum of concentrated sunlight and
uses water to produce degradation comparable to the worst nat-
ural weathering.

For EPDM, the Rubber Manufacturers Association uses the
QUV or the xenon arc as the basis for accelerated testing. The
association's choice is based on a two-year study of samples
exposed to the four standard weathering tests compared with
naturally exposed panels in south Florida.

All four of these weathering tests measure the effects of radi

Drawings on this page and on page 98 were excerpted from
Architectural Graphic Standards, 8th ed., edited by John R.
Hoke Jr, AIA. Copyright @ 1988 by John Wiley & Sons Inc.
Reprinted with permission of the publisher

ronding, substrate movement, building occupancy/use changes,
.nd water penetration through and around walls. Though some
rarranties cover winds up to "hurricane force," a measurable
0 miles per hour, most cover up to "gale force," which ranges
rom 70 mph down to as low as 30 mph.
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ation, temperature, and moisture on the roofing membrane; the
trick is to guess how long a period for which to simulate aging
and at what temperature the roof will age, explains Richard
Coursey, Stevens Elastomerics' technical products manager.
"Each type of test will yield different results. To optimally design
a product, three of the tests should be employed: either carbon
or xenon, the QUV test, and the EMMAQUA. The accelerated
test methods are only for comparative tests and cannot be equated
to real-life situations. What we look for is a collaboration among
the tests. They are all effective at eliminating poor products,
but may not be effective at identifying quality materials. What
we really could use would be a time machine that ages the prod-
uct exactly the way it would age in the field under specified
conditions."

Coursey estimates from his experience that 70 percent of roof-
ing failures are attributable to installation errors, 20 percent to
faulty design, and 10 percent to materials (membrane, adhesives,
fasteners. etc.) failure.

"Ideally, we would wait until a material had proven itself
before beginning to market it," Boon agrees. "Unfortunately, that
isn t always possible. More realistically, a combination of tests,
along with the necessary background on materials and their per-
formance, yields a useful result in a reasonable time."

Of the three control factors, temperature most radically affects
the outcome of the weatherability tests. A change of 18 degrees
Fahrenheit (10 degrees centigrade) at the upper temperature
test range can double the effects of aging. Another major con-
cern is that the light intensities and spectra given off by any of
the sources may change undetected, resulting in an inaccurate
picture of the roof's aging. To ward off that possibility, material
testers check the temperature and light source regularly and try
to calibrate and compensate for unusual changes.

ASTM has standard accelerated aging tests for PVC as well
as white and black EPDM and neoprene. Work on other mem-
branes continues at ASTM. Bruce R. Wilby, Stevens'business
manager, argues that there should be standardized tests for
generic types of. roofs. For instance, he says, it is unrealistic to
test white roofs, which reach a maximum temperature of 7 or
8 degrees Fahrenheit above the ambient air temperature, at the
same temperature as black roofs, which can hit 60 degrees above
the ambient air temperature under the same conditions.

"The advent of white roofing, regardless of base polymer type,
has made the development of roofing systems even more com-
plex than before," says Don Backenstow, director of research
and development for Carlisle Syntec Systems of Carlisle, Pa.
"With white systems, it is very dangerous to rely solely on labo-
ratory tests. Experience has taught us that reliable laboratory
tests are developed after extensive field observation. This has
again been proven with the development of our white mem-
brane. The accelerated aging tests now used in laboratories
throughout the world will not predict long-term serviceability
of white membrane in the field. At best, laboratory-accelerated
weathering tests can be used to monitor production to determine
if there have been variations in the process andlor raw materials
used to manufacture the product," he says.

Other types of standardized testing include Underwriters Lab-
oratories and Factory Mutual testing for fire ratings; ASTM tests
for tear strength, breaking strength, ozone resistance, and hydro-
static resistance; and Factory Mutual's I-90 wind uplift test. "The
difference between these tests and the accelerated tests is that
these are generic and measurable," says Jim Huff, codes man-
ager at Firestone Building Products. "For example, fire testing

offers a full line of membranes, fasteners, insulation, and flash-
ing also offers a bonus warranty for purchasing the entire pack-
age. The message is that attention to the entire roofing system-
especially at penetrations, joints, and edges-is critical to
predictable performance. n
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Distribution $rutem:
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A$ngrcwnng
srlsterntlratmeets
allyourdientd
communietims needs

Once, setting up the right
building communications
system was simple-all you
had to worryaboutwas
wiring for telephones.

Today's building environ-
ment is far more complex,
requiring avariety of voice,
dataandimage systems,
often from a variety of ven-
dors. Each supported by an
individual wiring scheme
designed for it alone.
Making it difficult to meet
the communications needs
of each of your cliens.

\fell, nowAT&I can make
the insrallation, expansion,
and integration of com-
munications systems simple
again. Vrith a complete wir-
ing system that provides
connectivity for the various
types of equipment your
tenants maywish to use: the
AT&I Premises Distribution
System (PDS),

A lot to take advantage of.
AT&I's PDS incorporates
every necessarv element-
froni the cablirig plan to
the system administration
producs.

Allof which resuls
in a number of distinct
advantages.

The advantage of
accountability-PDS is

AT&T Network Systems,
PO. Box 1278, I\dorristown, NJ 07960-1278.

Please send me more information about the AT&T Premises Distribution Svstem.

Phone ( .)

backed by a firm AT&I
commitment to provide
connectivity with virtually
wery major vendors equip-
ment, including AT&I's.

The advantage of flexibil-
ity-PDS makes it easv to
use the best product for
each communications func-
tion. Your tenants are not
locked into a single
vendor's technology And
PDS supports voice and
data transmission, as well as
image, digitized video,
and other forms of com-
munication.

The advantage of expand-
ability-PDs allows users
to connect equipment
through universal jacks that
fit standard wall outles.

The "ATtkT" advantage.
PDS is backed by a compre-
hensive range of consulting,
design, engineering, and
service support to ensure
the system meets current
and fu ture communications
needs. OurApplication
Assurance Program is a
commitment that your PDS
will support certified appli-
cations for a full five years.

For more information,
call AT&I at 1800 372-2447,
or mail the coupon. Or
contact your authorized
PDS distributor.
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AT&I's PDS is a comprehensive system

of basic components, from inside wire
(both copper and fiber), to electronic
apparatus and support services.
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TeclmalogA & Pra,cti,ce

The Architect as Catalysfu
A Case llistory
BA M. Ste,phanie Stubbs an'd' Drntglns E. GcvrdorL

iberty Center is a multidimensional case study. Beyond its
rational design and its role in Pittsburgh's renaissance,
Liberty Center was blessed with a project team that included

two architect/owners, three developer/owners, a financer/
owner, and a great deal of cooperation.

The new, 1,300,000-square-foot, mixed-use complex combines
a 25-story hotel, a 27-story office building, and a four-story con-
necting podium of specialty shops and ancillary hotel services
on the Allegheny side of Pittsburgh's Golden Tiiangle, where
the Monongahela and Allegheny rivers join to form the Ohio.
The complex, adjacent to the new convention center, anchors an

emerging redevelopment movement in that section of the city.
The design theme echoes the city iaelf. A combination of

prefabricated and traditional structural systems accommodates
the project's mixed uses while sophisticated security, fire, and
mechanical systems ensure the safety and comfort of occupants.

Liberty Center is Pittsburgh's first major downtown develop-
ment project in years designed by Pittsburgh architects. The
architects for Liberty Center are Pittsburgh firms UDA Architecs
and Burt Hill Kosar & Rittelmann (BHKR), and The Architecs
Collaborative Inc. (TAC) of Cambridge, Mass.

The Liberty Center saga started in 19'79, when the City of Pits-
burgh's urban redevelopment authority announced a competi-
tion for development of the Z.4-acre site opposite the new David
L. Lawrence Convention Center. The city wanted a hotel to ser-

vice the convention center and draw tourists downtown. The
value of the site was not immediately apparent-it was part of
an abandoned railroad right-of-way parceled by the city (and

adjacent to a red light district). But the site is now a prime loca-
tion-the junction of the city's two major grids, which, inciden-
tally, became primary reference points for building placement.
The site demands acknowledgement of two opposing street-
scapes, different in scale as well as in orientation.

One difficulty in following the story of this project's devel-
opment is that it's tough to remember the playen without a score-

card. Many of the firms involved wore two or even three hats
during the course of the development. But amid the complex
intertwining of relationships was a pragmatic division of labor
that contributed a great deal to Liberty Center's success.

First, the principals of UDA Architects and BHKR discussed
the possibility of developing the site. "We decided not to follow
the usual modus operandi, which would be to wait for a devel-
oper to come to us," says David Lewis, FAIA, principal and
founder of UDA Architects. "We wanted to take the initiative,
shape the project, and find a developer with whom we wanted
to work." The architects, joined by Pittsburgh real estate firm
Beynon & Co., formed Grant Liberty Development Group Asso-

ciates with two major national developers, Jos. L. Muscarelle
lnc. of Maywood, N.J., and Jerry Wexler of Chicago.

Although the city's competition program called for only a hotel,

the group believed that the site was large enough to comforta-
bly accommodate an office building as well. In fact, Muscarelle's
firm was more interested in developing an office tower, while
Wexler, developer of the New York Vsta Hotel at the World
Tiade Center, took the lead on the hotel. Wexler introduced Vsta
(the American branch of Hilton International Hotels Corp.) to
the growing team. Msta liked the premises and proposals behind
the project and suggested adding an architecture firm with exten-
sive hotel and mixed-use experience. The team agreed that The
Architects Collaborative was the right firm for the job, and thus
TAC joined the project. Later on, when Wexler withdrew because
of overcommitment to other projects, the team acquired another
developeq Forest City Enterprises of Cleveland. That acquisition
would have major ramifications for the structure and construc-
tion process of the hotel.

To sum up, the developer, Grant Liberty Development Group
Associates, was made up of two Pittsburgh architects (UDA
and BHKR) and a Pittsburgh realtor (Beynon & Co.) joining the
principal two national developers (Jos. L. Muscarelle Inc. and
Forest City Enterprises). When the project was completed a new
entity was formed, Liberty City Venture, which included Metro-
politan Life Insurance Co. as major equity partner and per-
manent leader.

The project was hampered by the timing of its conception. It
received the green light in 1980, then spent nearly four years
waiting for a drop in interest rates, which had jumped from 8
percent to 22 percent in three years. Once construction com-
menced in late 1984, the project went from ground-breaking to
opening ceremonies in two years. In addition to the financing
provided by Metropolitan Life, the Liberty Center project
received an Urban Development Action Grant of $21 million
from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
through the City of Pittsburgh.

The team kept secret its plans to place an office building on
the site until the competition due date. "Our mixed-use project
offered the city the strongest economic benefit," said Raymond
L. Gindroz, AIA, a principal with UDA Architects. "The city
wanted a 60Groom hotel with a large ballroom and parking. We

also gave them 20,000 square feet of landscaped courtyard, a

twolevel,60Gcar underground garage, and a pedestrian overpass

to the convention center."
Construction management was handled as a joint venture of

Pittsburgh's Mellon-Stuart Co. and Jos. L. Muscarelle Inc. Build-
ing management is by Beynon and Muscarelle.

How did this complicated conglomeration manage to hang
together? Many members of the team give special credit to Don-
atO f. Carter, AIA, a partner in UDA Architects, who was the

Creative site planning pennitted a hotel, office tower and shops
on a site originally earmarked for a hotel only.
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frorn this sort of thing!

EKKI timbefs don't do this sort of thing.
EKKI (Bongossi/Azobe) hardwood

has the characteristics you associate
with steel and concrete. Strength and
durability.

EKKI also has one thing neither steel
nor concrete will ever have: The en-
during beautyof natural hardwood. And,
EKKI has durability thar soft pines or
other wood simply cannot offer.

EKKI is so strong, so durable, it needs
no chemical treatment. None whatso-
ever. EKKI also fends offinsects, decay,
vandalism - even fire!

Environmentally, EKKI is perfect. It
presents no hazards at all. Thinkwhat a
boon that is to installation crews. the
people who erect bridges, build docks,
piers, and fender s)6tems.

H![H Corporation, and its affili2is,
The GVZ Group, The Netherlands, have
90 years of e4perience working with
thiswonderfrrlwood. We can offervou
guidance and assistance through wery
phase of aproject, from design tb instati-
ation. Andwe will.

Make a break away from the way
certainprojects af,e alwa:n done atyour
place. Call Dave Harkins, ourDirector of
Marketing at 215-61-2000. Tell him
about your next project. Discover the
benefits you get when you opt for EKKI.

One will almost surely be cost
effectiveness

Working with EKKI frequently re-
duces the amount of material you need
by one-third

Not bad. Not bad at all!

Please send literature on:
tr EKKI Hardwood tr hndscape.{pplications
tr Bridges tr Marine construction
tr Design& Material E OtherApplications

Services

Phon€

fl Please callASAPto discussan immediate requirement.

EKM does ulnt )nu neuq tbugbt uood coutd!
P.O. Box 549 | 2M Pnogress Drive

Montgomeryville, pA 18936







Pros and Cons of In ration
In the Wht of tnn reform. By Mark E. Battnrsby

n light of the changes brought about by the Thx Reform Act
of 1986, the decision whether to incorporate an architectural
practice or not will depend in large part on a number of

financial and tax factors. Whether it is more profitable to prac-
tice as a regular professional corporation, sole practitioner (part-
nenhip interests are treated as sole practitioners), or S corporation
needs to be decided on a case-by-case basis with review of a
firm's income history and realistic projections for its future
income. There are advantages and disadvantages of each form.

For the first time in the history of our income tax system, indi
vidual tax rates are slated to be lower than corporate tax rates.
Beginning in 1988, the highest marginal tax rate for corporations
(34 percent, subject to an additional 5 percent "hump" to total
39 percent on taxable incomes over $100,000 but not over
$350,000) is higher than the highest marginal rate for individuals
(28 percent, subject to a 5 percent hump, or 33 percent total,
imposed to phase out the 15 percent tax bracket as well as per-
sonal exemptions for the relatively wealthy taxpayer). Given these

changes, most architects will pay substantially less tax if their
income is taxed at individual rates instead of the higher corpo'
rate rates.

Under the new tax law, a self-employed architect now can claim
a tax deduction for health insurance-up to 25 percent of the
amount paid for the architect, his or her spouse, and dependents.
In addition, the health insurance deduction is claimed as a busi-
ness expense and does not come under the limits for medical
expenses typically imposed on itemized deductions for the indi-
vidual. Even the partial deduction for health insurance helps to
eliminate one more reason many self-employed architects incor-
porate their practices.

Of course there are any number of reasons other than taxes for
deciding to practice in the corporate form. Chief among these is

the fact that a corporation limits liability for its principals, while a
sole proprietorship or partnenhip does not. However, an S corpor-
ation may fit the bill because its profits are taxed at the new indi-
vidual tax rates and yet it provides limited liability for its ownen.

Numerous architectural practices already are incorporated and

their owners may still feel it is advantageous to operate as a
professional corporation because other benefits outweigh the
tax factors. This is not necessarily a bad choice. A longer view,

Mqrk Battersby, a tax consultant in Ardmore, Pa., has written
about taxes for small business for nearly IB years.

however, could eliminate the corporate form of practice from
consideration for a number of professionals.

Although the maximum tax has been reduced, the minimum
tax for corporations has been raised significantly. An architect
considering incorporation today must determine whether the
new tax law provisions will cost him or her more as a corpora-
tion than as a sole practitioner. Ignoring this point could be an
expensive mistake.

Until now, an individual taxpayer was always confronted with
a higher maximum tax rate than was a corporation. This circum-
stance tended to favor incorporation of a practice. If the prac-
tice needed to hold profits as retained earnings, the architect'
owner typically was indifferent to the fact that the corporate
earnings would be taxed a second time when they were distri-
buted as dividends to stockholders. Dividends were rarely, if ever,
contemplated.

Funds that the owners required could be paid to them in the
form of salaries, which were deductible by the corporation and
thus not subject to a corporate tax. If an architect died, his or
her interest would be liquidated without tax at either the cor-
porate or shareholder level. These rules are still in effect, even
under the new tax law.

Despite the fact that the top marginal tax rate for corporations
is now higher than the top marginal rate for individuals, regular
incorporation of an architectural practice still provides tax sav-

ings under certain circumstances. At lower levels of income, a

corporation will continue to pay a lower tax than a comparatively
situated individual.

It should be noted that congressional action taken on the pro-
posed 1987 Tax Reconciliation Act may affect the architect's
decision to incorporate. (At press time, the House had passed

one version, and a similar version was pending before the Sen-

ate.) The proposed act includes, for example, a provision to elimi-
nate the graduated income tax for personal services corporations.
All income of such corporations would be taxed at a flat 34 per-

cent; the individual rates, however, would remain as provided
in the 1986 act. The new provision has been approved by the
House Ways and Means and Finance committees. Eliot Rosen,
an attorney and editor of "Tax Notes" newsletter in Arlington'
Va., says there is a good chance the 34 percent tax for personal
services corporations will be adopted if the reconciliation act
passes; both the House and Senate bills include such a provi- 

.

sion. He advises architects contemplating incorporation to wait
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until 1988, when a decision is expected from Congress, so that
they have a better picture of the taxes their practices will face.

Under the 1986law, the point up to which the individual pays
more tax than the corporation can be seen from the followine
example. The first $50,000 income of a corporation is taxed it
15 percent. and income above $50,000 is taxed at higher percent-
ages; but for the individual taxpayer (sole practitioner, married,
with two dependents) only the first $29,750 is taxed at rhe
low 15 percent. A professional corporation will pay less tax until
income reaches $154,790. At that point, tax for both the cor-
poration and the individual will be about $43,000. Then, at higher
income levels, the individual in this example fares better th-an
the corporation.

- 
I-f 1 g11c1ice generates a net income at the break-even point

of $154,790, the lowest overall tax could be achieved Uy sptit-
ting the income between the architect and his or hei cbrp-
oration-$75,000 to the corporation and the excess to the indi-
vidual. The corporation would pay $13,750 in taxes and the indi-
vidual $18,868, saving about $10,000 of the tax thar would be
owed by either entity. The architect's salary of $79,790. however.
must be justified as reasonable compensaiion.

Unless the 15 percent tax bracket has not been exhausted with
other income of the individual architect, it will usually be advan-
tageous to operate the practice as a professional corporation that
accumulates the first $75,000 of taxable income and pavs out
the balance in the form of salaries to principals

In the short term, acorporation has a number of advantages,
but once the architect's practice income begins to increase,"it
may become more and more difficult-because of the require-
ment.that compensation be reasonable-to pay out all the cor-
poration's income in excess of $75,000 as deductible compensation
to the principals. Also, if the practice needs more than $75.000
in retained earnings to operate yearly, the tax advantages of incor-
poration are not as clear.

^Advance 
planning usually is necessary to minimize the impact

of the alternative minimum tax (AMT) rules, particularly for a
corporation. The AMT provisions of the 1986 tax reform pack_
age are aimed at broadening the scope of the minimum tax and
ensuring that all professional corporations- including architec-
tural p,ractices-reporting substantial earnings pay s6me tax,
regardless of the number of tax preference itemJoi deductions.

The result, in effect, is that even if a corporation has enough
deductions to wipe out all of its tax liability ir must still makJa

contribution to the federal coffers. Corporations are more Iikely
than individuals to feel the sting of the AMT regulations because
they are applied against a net book income adjustment. Any
income greater than this calculated level will be considered excess
AMT income, and 50 percent of it will be taxed at20 percent.
In the case of depreciable property, it is wise to compute the
depreciation deduction for purposes of the regular tax using an
accelerated depreciation and the resulting AMT liability and
compare the result with a different method.

The seriousness of this rule is demonstrated by the U.S. Cham-
ber of Commerce estimate that one-third of all businesses can
expect an AMT liability beginning in the 1987 rax year.

When the business outlook for a practice is expected to be
dim for a while, incorporation may not be a good idea. The losses
of a regular corporation cannot be deducted on the tax returns
of the individual principals, as they can be with a proprietorship,
a partnership, or an S corporation. If a change in business con-
ditions make a regular corporation undesirable, an S election
can always be made. HoweveE the architect is cautioned that
electing to be treated as an S corporation will bring into play a
special tax applied to built-in gains of the corporation.

If the long-term intention is to remove retained earnings from
an architectural practice, the corporate form of business will
result in a double tax. Unless the owner dies, earnings will be
taxed when distributed to him or her-thus the same earninss
will be taxed at both the corporate and the shareholder level

In the past, retained earnings were taxed at the lower capital
gains rate. Now, however, funds in excess of the stock basiJor
book value are taxed as ordinary income. Even if an owner dies
and his or her stock is valued at the market rate (which avoids
a liquidation or redemption tax), the present rules impose a new,
corporate-level tax on property appreciation, stock redemption,
and gains from liquidation of appreciation.

Because they cannot foresee the future, many architects will
be inclined to take the short-term view if for no other reason
than that the benefits derived from investing current tax savings
available to corporations tend to counterbalance the threat oI
a double tax. But at certain levels of income, sole proprietors
pay less tax overall. Obviously there are benefits and diawbacks
to each form of practice, and the decision ultimately must be
based on numerous factors. All the more reason to confer with
a competent professional before making any move to change
the status of vour oractice. !
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TECHI{ICAI TIPS

Stoppiry the Spread of Fire

In order to contain a fire and keep it from
reaching the next room, hall, or adjacent
building, walls are constructed of materi-
als that can resist fire for a given length
of time, permitting safe evacuation of the
building and the arrival of firefighters
before the fire spreads. The ideal fire wall
is a continuous and unbroken barrier.
But because building inhabitants cant walk
through walls, openings are necessary,
rendering the wall a less than ideal fire
barrier.

Often the fire wall and the openings in
it, not to mention the doors, frames and
hardware, all are handled by the architect
as discrete and separate items in a linear
design process. Instead, the architect
should consider fire walls, doors, frames,
and hardware as an assemblv or svstem.
The fire protection ability of 

-each 
Lom-

ponent depends on the integrity of the
assembly. For clarity, however, this article
examines the components separately.

Doars
In order for a door to carry a labeled fire
rating, is prototype must have undergone
a number of lab tests that measure the
door's performance when exposed to fire.
The fire temperatures reached and the
length and severity of exposure all are
recorded. In some cases, a fire door also
undergoes a hose stream test, which mea-
sures its ability to withstand rapid cool-
ing, erosion, and the impact of high-
pressure water.

A rating label indicates that a door
meets the same specifications as its pro-
totype. Fire doors are classified by a let-
ter designation and,/or an hourly rating.
The letter indicates a location in the
building and the consequent fire protec-
tion required, as determined by the fire
hazard of that particular location. The
hourly rating indicates fire exposure in
time, the "fire protection rating."

Certified manufacturers place a rating
label on each door; the placement of this
label is specified by the National Fire Pro-
tection Association (NFPA), and its
removal for any reason will void the rat-
ing. If the door is machined at the manu-
facturer's plant, the label should appear

on the hinge side of the door at eye level.
If the door is not machined at the manu-
facturer's plant, the label should be
located on the top of the door. Any sub-
sequent machining of the wood must be
made by a certified supplier or distributor.

In the past, despite restriction on mod-
ifications, contractors often machined
wood fire doors for lights and hardware,
thus voiding the rating label. This prac-
tice of field modification as well as unau-
thorized shop modification should end
soon with the stricter enforcement of
restrictions. The NFPAs Standard "Fire
Doors and Windows" (ANSI/NFPA 80)
states, "Preparation of fire door assem-
blies for locks, latches, hinges, concealed
closers, glass lights, vision panels, louvers,
astragals and laminated overlays shall be
performed in conformance with the man-
ufacturer's inspection service procedures
and under Label Service."

Contractors and uncertified suppliers
have also been known to apply veneers
over a door's original veneer, effectively
voiding the rating.

The architect should note that NFPA
and the model building codes prohibit
louven in 2Gminute wood fire doon, and
that lights must be at least six inches from
the edge of the latch cutout in order to
maintain the door's ratins. Check NFPA
standards and local codei for allowable
types and sizes of glass.

Fratytes

Labeled frames include aluminum,
pressed steel, steel channel, and wood. If
the chosen frame is not part of the man-
ufacturer's assembly package and labeled
as such, it must meet the fire ratine
requirements of the assembly. For"
instance, 45-minute-rated aluminum
frames are inappropriate for a three-hour
assembly. Frame anchors also must meet
NFPA standards and local codes.

In the past, the door that prevented the
spread of fire often didn't prevent the
spread of smoke because of inadequate
seals. The new NFPA Standard "Installa-
tion of Smoke- and Draft-Control Door
AssemblieJ' (NFPA 105) sets criteria for
air infiltration, testing for smoke and draft

control, as well as gasketing for rated fire
door assemblies. New silicone rubber gas-
kets seem to perform well under high tem-
peratures, are relatively unaffected by
ultraviolet light and ozone, and don't react
with paint or varnish.

Installation of the gaskets also affects
performance. Attaching a gasket to the
frame with a self-adhesive strip can cause
the gasket to fail through improper con-
tact with the frame or slippage caused by
oil on the frame or constant door wear
against it.To alleviate the attachment
problem, manufacturers recently intro-
duced a new generation of frames that
have integral gaskets. The architect, in
selecting these gasketed frames, should
specify that they meet ASTM and Steel
Door Institute (SDI) standards for smoke/
air and fire criteria as well as NFPA 105
concerning air infiltration testing for
smoke and draft control.

Gasketed frames also prevent air and
dust infiltration and minimize sound trans-
mission between rooms.

Hardtaare
Hardware often limis fire door size and
determines the assembly rating and clas-
sification. The following are examples of
hardware requirements that, if not fol-
lowed, could limit the assembly's effec-
tiveness.
. Single doors, as well as active leaves of
pairs of doors, must be equipped with
locks or latches with an active latch bolt
that cannot be held in a retracted posi-
tion.
o When a door is equipped with single-
point latching hardware, the door size is
governed by the length of the latch throw.
. When three-point locks are required,
as on three-hour-rated, Class A doors, the
locks should be factorv installed. Factorv
installation is recomm-ended also for two-
point locks and for top and bottom bolS
on the inactive leaves of paired, Class A
fire doors.
o The name "panic hardware" does not
necessarily connote acceptable fire exit
hardware-it must be labeled as fire-rated
exit hardware.
e AII butt hinges or pivots must be made
of steel if they are to be used in a fire-
rated assembly.
. Because all fire doors must be equipped
with closen, the architect should be famil-
iar with the workings of electronic door
closers (see April 1987,page 132).

-TrruorHy B. McDoNar-o
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work on your next curtainwall
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for pressure-equalized and ther-
mally improved walls has been
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ll lfcClam-Blake Archirecs renovared
IYI an 1885 railroad spur warehouse.
located in the historic district of the
Congaree Vista redevelopment area in
Columbia, S.C., into offices and studios
for an advertising agency, Chernolf-Silver
& Associates.

The conversion's visual centerpiece and
main organizing element is a stairway
detailed with bowling balls painted light
blue and stainless steel tubular handrails.
The architect (working with the local firm
Lewis & Clark, which designed and crafted
all the custom fixtures) incorporated the
stepped pattern and similar railing details
on a new loft level for the art department.

To accommodate this second level and
take advantage of the exposed ceiling truss
system, the original floor over a crawl
space was dropped approximately three
feet to grade level.

The original load-bearing brick walls
were retained and a new main entrance
with a curving glass-block wall was inserted
into the middle section of the buildins.
To further emphasize natural light, a s-aw-
tooth roof system of gable windows and
skylights was added along the rear facade.
Custom light fixtures include a "chande-
lier" made of a neon tube painted black
and white and set in a triangular frame.

-LyNN NasurrH

1 Lobby
2 Conference room
3 Office
4 Clerical/bookkeeping
5 Break room
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long, narrow, 2,35 l-square-foot space.
T'he entrance is defined by crumbled

columns, which seem to defv gravitv. and
the ragged edge of the fractured architrave.
while the fault line entices shoppers to
explore the store's full depth. Following
this path the architect's "statelv ruins of
ancient Rome'' give wav to a freeway with
a carefully restored 1957 Cadillac and a
series of wall-mounted manneouins dressed
in '50s attire and covered with a flexible
white coating, which appear as carhops
sen'ing travs of colorful shoes.

Both real and "faux" ntaterials were
used. The columns ancl many ornamental
details are molcled glass fiber. and the walls
and patterned ceiling are drywall and
plaster.

In talking about Golcli's. project archi-
tect Tom Kubala says he wanted to relate
"fashion and fantasr"' but credits the con-
tractor. artist Donna Girard. and Leh-
mann & Buss Studio for their talents in
bringing the scheme to reality.

- Lr-xN Nusnlr rr
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f fnturi. Rauch & Scott Brown's
Y scheme for converting a prominent

collegiate Gothic building on the Swarth-
more campus to a new student center was
a bit like "inserting a ship into a bottle,"
says design principal Steven Izenour. Two
new levels were created by carving out a
full basement for the bookstore and add-
ing a freestanding structure with new foot-

ings set away from the walls of the origi-
nal 1920s building. This recess, which
seryes as a second circulation path, is com-
bined with a series of large, double-glazed
windows in the new wall (bottom left) to
provide acoustical isolation but allow nat-
ural light from the original stained glass
windows to enter the first floor snack bar
and lounges.
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The addition of a new floor on the level
of the original balcony reduces the volume
of the old meeting hall by a third and cre-
ates, amid the ornate hammer beams, a
more intimate space (with much improved
acoustics) for dances, informal theater pro-
ductions, and assemblies. Standing guard
along the lengths of this arched Jpace
{opposite page} are rows of "Gothic pin-

nacles," which serve as lighting fixtures
and vertical risers to bring ventilation up
into the space.

The Thrble Student Center's furniture
includes standard overstuffed chairs and
sofas, some upholstered in a Venturi-
designed Knoll fabric, and a variation of
the architecture firm's Wu Hall ladder-back
chairs.-LvNN Npslrrru
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PRODTICTS
Gla^ss Panels That TIrn
ftom Clear to Opaque

Two recently introduced glass products
feature the capability of converting clear
glass, acrylic plastic, or other clear rigid
substrates into an opaque medium within
microseconds at the touch of a button or
switch. The rapid transformation is caused
by a minimal charge of electrical current
that rearranges the molecular structure
of liquid crystals, in much the same man-
ner of the changing surface of an electrical
digital watch.

Krueger's Translight film-laminated glass
panels, shown in sequence below, can turn
opaque selectively or in their entirety when
a small electrical charge is sent to indi-
vidually treated glass panels. An 8x10-foot
area reputedly requires about the same
current as a 75-watt light bulb. The pan-
els are available up to 48 inches wide and
144 inches high. In new applications this
sandwich is combined with a second sheet
of clear glass or plastic into the framework
to protect the film surface. The framework
also serves as a channel for electrical wir-
ing. On retrofits, the existing glass or plas-
tic serves the same protective function.
The Thanslight may be custom fabricated
to specific installation requirements, and
is available in kit form. The kit contains
the Tianslight film applied ro the substrare,
a channel for wiring, which also secures
the Thanslight laminated sandwich in posi-
tion, and necessary attachment hardware,
wire, and switch.

Haworth's prototype Tianspaque panels,
shown above, currently available only for
test site applications, are incorporated
into the companyes Architectural Elements
line of glazed panels, doors, and fan lights

Products is -*ritten by Amy Gray Light.

in office environments. The coated plastic
film is sandwiched between glass panels,
with all electrical systems hidden in the
raceway panels.
Krueger Inc.
Circle 241 on information card
Haworth Inc.
Circle 242 on information card

Fire Protection
Two publications from 3M's Electrical
Products division answer questions about
fire barrier products, from need and con-
cept to application and specifying. They
contain a reference guide and information
about the full line of 3M fire barrier
products.
.?M Electrical Products
Circle 243 on information card

Fire Doors
Weyerhaeuser Mineral Core doors DFM-90
(90 minute rating), DFM-60 (60 minutes),
and DFM-45 (45 minutes), are Ul-labeled
and classified and meet Warnock Hersey
International (WH) standards. Doors are
4x10 feet and come with vision panels.
Hardwood crossbands and standard-
thickness face veneers are bonded to the
core with waterproof glue. To minimize
field trimming, the doors have been man-
ufactured /s inch under nominal width
without reducing stile thickness. All
DFM-90 fire doors have triple-ply stiles
of laminated hardwood lumber, plastic,
and hardboard for triple strength and
screw-holding ability. Tiiple-ply stiles may
be specified on the DFM-60 and DFM-45
Mineral Core fire doors. Butt hinses are
fully warranted. Fire-rating details are
included in an information brochure.

The Ceco Corp.'s new Medallion ver-
tically stiffened steel doors are engineered
to meet or exceed the National Associa-
tion of Architectural Metal Manufactur-
ers (NAAMM) specifications, are available
in a complete range of sizes, and offer a
full selection of templated hardware prep-
arations. The doors are available in a full
selection of fire door ratings up to three
hours and in sizes up to 4x9 feet single
or 8x9 feet pair, Either UL or WH labels
are affixed to the doors. Ceco's Fuego fire
doors with a solid mineral fiber slab core
are rated for 250 degrees Fahrenheit and
exceed current NFPA-SO recommendations.
Ceco conventional steel frames can be
furnished with either UL or WH labels
for use with fire doors having a three-hour
rating.

Akbar rolling fire doors by Kinnear, a
division of Harso Corp., are manufactured
to meet or exceed the UL Classes A-D
labels of inspection and certification. The

continued on page 130
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automatic closing mechanism is activated
when a fusible link melts at 160 degrees
Fahrenheit. Available in sizes up to 144
square feet, the curtain is made of inter-
locking slats of galvanized steel. The ends
of the slats are equipped with lock ends.
The hood covering the counterbalance
mechanism is made of 2*gauge galvanized
steel and is equipped with an auxiliary
inner hood that drops down in case of
fire. A push-down spring facilitates test-
ing. When a fire occurs and the fusible
link melts, an auxiliary push-down spring
provides a positive drive during automatic
closure while sounding an audible warn-
ing. The auxiliary inner hood drops auto-
matically to close the space between the
hood and coil to serve as a flame baffle.
The door closes itself if raised after auto-
matic closure, and the original counterbal-
ance is maintained. Manual operation is
standard, but chain hoist, crank, and power
operation are available as options. The
fire doors can also be made of stainless
steel. They are designed to conform with
NFPA standards and are approved by both
Factory Mutual and the New York Board
of Standards and Appeals.

Pacific fire doors for interior fire wall
openings are Class A rated and UL labeled.
The doors close automatically in a fire
and may be service operated at any time
without disturbing the mechanism.

In addition to the normal fusible link
control, which closes at 160 degrees Fahr-
enheit, the fire doors have smoke and/or
heat detection systems for automatic oper-
ation. Electromechanical release devices
must be located just above the door mech-
anism, but detection units may be placed
in any remote location.

Superior Fireproof Door Inc. offers UL-
and FM-labeled fire doors and frames for
any application. A brochure lists charts
for easy reference to fire code require-
ments. Because fire-rated openings must
have the correct combination of UL-
approved hollow metal doors, frames, and
hardware, the brochure should be con-
sulted regarding proper selection of these
elements for fire-rated openings.
Weyerhaeuser Company
Circle 244 on information card
Ceco Door division, Ceco Corporation
Circle 245 on information card
Kinnear, division of Harso Corporation
Circle 258 on information card
Pacific Rolling Door Company
Circle 246 on information card
Superior Fireproof Door Inc.
Circle 247 on information card

Fire Safety Door Controls
Dorma Door Controls Inc.'s series of fire
life safety door controls is designed to pro-
vide automatic self-closing of fire and
smoke barrier doors. Two EMR and FLR

series of door closen are described here,
but other controls and electromagnetic
door holden also are available. The Dorma
EMR Series door closer is an electromag-
netic hold-open device with an integrated
smoke detector that closes a door at the
sensing of smoke. When the smoke den-
sity in the chamber of the EMR detector
exceeds the fixed threshold value an alarm
is given; a signal lamp turns red; the cir-
cuit for the hold-open device is cut off;
and the door closer immediately closes
the door. After the smoke is dissipated
the smoke detector automatically returns
to the pre-alarm state. In case of a main
power failure or short circuit, the electro-
magnetic hold-open device releases and
the door closes. The hold-open device
allows the door to be held open at any
angle between 85 and 180 degrees.

The Dorma FLR Series is a door closer
and electromagnetic spring locking device
with an integral ionization detector. The
initial opening of the door compresses the
spring of the closer, and the electromag-
netic locking device holds the spring in
the compressed position. In all other func-
tions the FLR operates similarly to the
EMR and will close the door from any
angle upon loss of current. The devices
are UL listed and certified to the require-
ments of ANSI A156.15.

Rixson-Firemark's 5400 Series of door
sequencing controls in coordinated

Haven'Busch wdcomes you to th



;hallow-depth floor closers eliminates the
need for a coordinator on pairs of labeled
iire doors equipped with astragals, accord-
ng to the manufacturer. Designed for two
eaf, single-acting doors, closers in the 5400
Series feature an adjustable closing force
lnd closing pressure, a built-in back-check
ieature, and a safety valve to prevent
rverloading.

Architectural Control Systems Inc. intro
luces a series of modular control systems
:hat automatically activate or de-activate
iemini door controllers. The 1400 Series
lire release systems enable any door out-
:itted with an electric or pneumatic Gem-
ni door controller to be directly interfaced
pith a building's fire alarm, smoke alarm,
md power failure system. In an emergency,
:he system automatically unlocks all doors
:quipped with the Gemini operator, pro-
dding free egress to stairwells, and restores
)ower to the operator so that the outside
loorknob operates freely.
Dorma Door Controls Inc.
iircle 250 on information card
?ixson-Firemark
iircle 251 on information card
4rc hitecturql C ontrol Systems Inc.
jircle 252 on information card

Door, Wall, and Framing Systems
ilassprotex door and wall systems from
)'Keeffe's Inc. are composed of a metal
iraming system and fire-protective glass

panels. The glass, called Contraflam, is
similar to insulating glass in structure and
appearance. Contraflam 60, rated for 60
minutes, is composed of two lights of tem-
pered glass separated by a metal spacer,
and Contraflam 90, rated for 90 minutes,
has an additional interior light of annealed
glass. The cavity between the two lights
is filled with a clear, transparent gel that
absorbs heat radiation. The gel consists
of an organic support that holds mainly
water. This support structure, achieved
through polymerization, reduces the nat-
ural hydrostatic pressure of water to neg-
ligibly low values, preventing the exertion
of hydrostatic pressure on glass panes.
When exposed to extreme heat the glass
absorbs heat radiation by transforming the
water in the gel to water vapor, which dis-
sipates much of the energy generated by
the fire. Another factor in energy dissipa-
tion is formation of an organic support
grating with a high heat insulation capac-
ity. Evaporation of the gel substance and
formation of micro air spaces take place
simultaneously in thin layers of the gel.
The process continues until the gel decom-
poses to a crust, which is opaque to radi-
ation and remains that way until it burns
away. As the crust continues to burn, the
remaining gel gradually changes its com-
position and the process continues on
through the gel to the unexposed light of
glass.

The framing system is composed of a
steel core with steel framing and a glass
perimeter protected from heat by refrac-
tory material. The design of the steel fiame
allows for vertical and horizontal expan-
sion without any deflection of the fram-
ing members.

Single{eaf Glassprotex doors are avail-
able in sizes up to 4x10 feet, composed
of two lights of glass with a vertical
dimension not to exceed 81 inches.
Double-leaf, double egress doors also are
available and are built to specifications.
Glassprotex wall assemblies are limited
to a height of 10 feet and may be of indef-
inite length. The door assembly meets
ASTM standard E-152, NFPA 252,UL10B,
and other standards. The wall assemblies
meet ASTM E-119, NFPA 251, and other
standards.

The SetRite steel door frame system
from Ceco Corp. is a two-piece steel jamb
frame that comes with a l/z-hour WHB
fire-rating label. The foam-filled weather-
strip contains additives to provide a smoke
barrier that carries a 2Gminute smoke pro-
tection rating. The door/frame assembly
has been fire and smoke tested for life
safety.
O'Keeffe's Inc.
Circle 248 on information card
Ceco Corporation
Circle 249 on information card
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reshold of design histoly.
)irkeFLine Entrance brings
way design to the threshold of
v era. lmpressive in scale, aP-
Ince and performance, it is the
of product you would expect
a quality-conscious company
as Haven-Busch.
vailable in diameters up to
et, Cirkel-Line eliminates in
rcases the need for additional
'gency doors. lts wings fold out
ovide two traffic lanes when-
needed. At all times, two of
,ings are in contact with the
'wall of the entrance, keeping
de air where it belongs- outside.
k draft is significantly reduced
Cirkel-Line, and the option to
and cool the air inside the en-
:e to building temperature is
able. A motor drive with

'tors 
rotates the door to the

d of traffic. lf someone stops
ng, so does the door.

As for aesthetic considerations,
Cirkel-Line offers a clean, European
styling combined with almost un-
limited possibilities for finish
materials and colors. Come and
stand at the threshold of new en-
trance design possibilities. The view
is wonderful.

For a free brochure on the
Cirkel-Line Entrance, contact us
at Haven-Busch ComPanY, 3443
Chicago Drive S.W., Grandville,
Michisan 49418/(616) 532-3641/
Telex 292-879/Telecopy 532-7585.
Circle 65 on information card

During normal
operations, two
wingsarcalwap
in @ntact with
the enttane's
inner wall.

ln emergenciw,
all four wings
an bddd as
shown to clear
two tntfic lan6
through the
entranc€,

f,AVEIT
BU$GH
COMPANY
ESTABLISHED T888



Fire Rated Door Frames
"Recommendations for Installation of Steel
Fire Door Frames in Steel Stud-Gypsum
Board Fire-Rated Partitions," prepared by
the Gypsum Association, shows details
for single unit steel frames for single swing-
ing doors up to four feet wide and dou-
ble doors up to six feet wide; triple-unit
slip-on door frames for single swinging
doors up to three feet wide; and passen-
ger elevator door frames. The design and
installation recommendations shown are
based on details from ANSI/UL 63, "Stan-
dard for Fire Door Frames," and on
selected door frame installation details pub-
lished or recommended by Gypsum Asso-
ciation member companies.

Steeltree interior door frames from the
Integral Engineering Corp. have a llz-hour,
Class B UL label. Through a bonding pro-
cess, wood veneers are wrapped around
a 14-, 16-, or l8-gauge, hot-dipped, galva-
nized steel frame. Veneer wrapping may
be specified in a number of wood species,
including red oak, cherry, and walnut. The
door frames are ready for installation in
most drywall partitioning systems. Standard
sizes for single- and double-width door
openings are available.

Firestile doors and matching wood
Firejambs from the Minton Co. are avail-
able in a variety of hardwoods and meet

WH 2Gminute protection labels, conform-
ing to ASTM, NFPA, and UL standards.

Alumax's "Eagle" aluminum fire door
frame offers a 45-minute fire rating and
mixes various colors of metal finishes as

desired. The Eagle,like all Alumax door
systems, meets or exceeds ASTM E-152,
UL 108, NFPA 252, CSFM 43.7, and UBC
43.2 requirements.
Gypsum Association
Circle 253 on information card
Inte gral Engine ering C orp o ratio n
Circle 255 on information card
Minton Company
Circle 256 on information card
Alumax Inc.
Circle 257 on information card

I{EW AND I$OTTEWORTTIY
Foam for Model Making
A lightweight, nonabrasive phenolic foam
can be machined, cut, shaped, sanded,
and painted for making architectural,
topographical, and industrial models.
Jffi Foam Inc.
Circle 263 on information card

Slide Rule
A Galvanic Corrosion Indicator for
engineers and others working with metals
in seawater applications shows useful

galvanic combinations by positioning a
sliding insert on a scale that contains a
selection of metals. When combining any
one of 30 different alloys with a choice
of 30 others, the slide rule indicates
through symbols which ratings are "com-
patible," "uncertain," and "unfavorable,"
and those that are marginal or should be
avoided. Instructions and definitions of
codes are printed on the front side of the
slide rule.
LaQue Center for Corrosion Tbchnologt
Circle 259 on information card

Metal Roofing Systems
Architectural metal roofing systems, build-
ing facings, mansard systems, soffits, and
flashings are available in standing seam,
batten seam, concave, convex curved
standing seam, "T" seam, and integral lock-
batten{ook roofing panels. The panels are
attached by clips, allowing for expansion
and contraction movement. The roll forms
are made from copper, aluminum, or
galvanized color-coated coils. Ridges,
flashings, and other shapes are factory
formed in identical material or formed
on the job site from flat sheets. A color
brochure contains details and photographs,
Fashion, a subsidiary of Kidde Inc.
Circle 260 on information card
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DEAN-SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
FLORIDA A&M UNIVERSITY

Florida A&M University is continuing its search for
a Dean for the School of Architecture. Architecture
is one of 12 schools and colleges at the University
and is a designated Center of Excellence in the
State University System. With 25 fulltime faculty
and 300 students, the School offers accredited B.
Arch. and M. Arch. programs. Architecture occupies
a new 65,000 square foot award-winning facility,
and provides research and continuing education
opportunities for faculty and students through its
lnstitute for Building Sciences and its Washington,
D.C. studio. In 1986, a cooperative M. Arch. program
was established with the University of South
Florida in Tampa. Salary is competitive. Send
letter of interest and resume postmarked by
March 1, 1988 to:

Dr. LeedellW. Neyland
Chair of Architecture Search Committee
Room 403, Tucker Hall
Florida A&M University
Tallahassee. FL 32307

FAMU IS AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITY/
EQUAL ACCESS UN IVERSITY

POSIIION ANNOUNCEMENI
SUNY ot Buffolo's Deportment of Architecture is recruiting up
to three fulFtime tenure trock ond one visiting (one yeor)
foculty positions for foll 1988. Two of the foculty ore being
recruited of the ronk of ossistont or ossociote professor to
teoch design studios os well os support courses in one or
more of the following oreos: grophic communicotions, build-
ing science, environmentol controls, history, hisloric pres-
ervotion/odoptive re-use, urbon design, ond design theory.
Both positions will be filled with individuols who hove demon-
stroted the potentiol for strong scholorship. Such scholorship
should be construed to include significont reseorch, exem-
plory design proctice, or on outstonding record of publico-
tion or exhibition, A third position is being recruited ot the
ronk of ossistont or ossociote profesor ond will primorily fo'
cus on building science, The visiting foculty position is open
for ossistont/ossociote ronk ond is intended for studio ond
support course instruction. Solory for oll positions occording
to ronk ond quolificotions, Appliconts should write to Profes-
sor Michoel Brill, Choirmon, Foculty Seorch Committee; De-
portment of Architecture; School of Architecture ond Envi-
ronmentol Design; Stote University of New Yok of Buffolo;
Hoyes Holl; Buffolo, New York 14214. Applicotions should be
submitted not loterthon I Februory 

.|988 
ond should include:

o complete resume; o list of of leost three references with full
nomes, oddresses, ond phone numbers; ond somples of pro-
fessionol, ortistic, ond scholorly work. As on equol opportu-
nity/offirmotive oction employer. SUNYAB is porticulorly in-
terested in identifying ond recruiting quolified oppliconts
who ore women, hondicopped persons, ond members of
ethnic minority groups,



When desiccants don't perform, customers get
eamed. And reputations-can suffer. !\hich is.clearlr, a
:od reason for vou to look into Union Carbide'.s
IOLSIVI- Seried 2000 high performance desiccarnts.
Our ]v{OLSIVo Series 2000 is the broadest lirre of

esiccants developed arrd manufactured exclusivelv for
;e in insulating glass trnits. No matter n'hat se.alant
.stem you use in fabncahng your units, there's a Sencs
100 desiccant specificallv deiigned for it. Likc otrr
32000 for polvsulfide, DS2000 for dual seal units,
N42000 foi hot melt and urethane systems, SF2000
rr gas-filled and solvent-free applicafrons, or our stan-
rrd \{OLSIV q Adsorbe.nt.
We. also offer more expericnce in this field than anv-

re else. In fact, Uniorr Carbicle- n'as the. first to irrtrol
rce molecular sieves .ts desiccant aclsorbc.nts more
.an 20 vears ago. And we have continued to devel<tp
rr .and improveri products to meet the rreed for hrgh
lailtv perfL)rrnallce.
Oui c]ualitv control and assurancc. is second tcr

'\ r1: r 19ri [ :r,,'r Carl.r,]r, t orri,r,irr..r
rl\ ..r rcqsl('rc!l tradenr.rfl,,i ir!i,,r ( arirLl,,L L,n,Lr-.rliLrr

none. And w,e give vou unmatched technical support.
Plus the dependabiiitv of a nationallv n'arehous'ed
supplv system and a unique window system design/
evaluation program thatis available onlv to our
customr'rs.

It can't hurt to find out more about the advantages
of our \{OLSIV3- Senes 2000 products. So contactf..our
Iocal Urrion Carbidt,Sales Engtnccr. Or write us at
Union Carbidc. Corporation, R-1, Dept. RAM, 39 Old
Ridgeburv Road, Danburr; CT 06817-0001 and we'll
send you a free copv of our desiccant selector chart.

Yoti'll find rve take gre.'rt pains to make vou look good,

UNION
CARBIDE
,YIOLSf ULAR
StEVIS

('ire lc bE on inforntirtittn c:rrcl



CADD Layering Creating a standard strategy for organizing drawings and related
information is fundamental to CADD efficiency. Because different software programs

treat information storage and retrieval differently, creating one logical system of layers

is hampered (see pages 102-105). The chart below compares a few attributes of some

of the leading CADD systems currently in use. The list is in two alphabetized sec-

tions. The top block consists of turnkey and workstation-based systems. The lower
block is for PC-based systems.

Layering Attributes of Selected 2-D CADD Systems

umber of layers
Named (N) or numbered only (*) layers t

multiple files, yes (Y) or no (N)

CADD Vendor and Product Name Comments

Auto-trol, Series 50OO 256 # Y Views up to 24 files at once
CalmaCo., Dimension lll 256 * Y
Cascade Graphics, Cascade X 256 # Y Can view two files at once
Computervision, Caddstation 4X 254 N Y
Holquin Corp., Mountaintop 1O0 N N
lBM, Cadam 2O0 N Y Stored as separate files
Intergraph, AEC models 64 N Y Views up to 32 files at once
f sicad (formerly Calcomp), System 25 255 * Y Added hardware is needed to view multiple files
McDonnell Douglas, GDS € N Y Uses windows, 65 phases, and obiect names
Prime Computer, Prime Medusa AEC 1,024 # N
GMWComputers Ltd., Rucaps - N Y Uses components, categories, and divisions
Sigma Design, Arris € N N

CREDITS
Texas Commerce Tower at2200 Ross, Dal-
las (page 50). Architect: Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill/Houston. Principal in
charge: Richard Keating, FAIA. Project
manager: Hal Sharp. Electrical and
mechanical engineer: Purdy-McGuire Inc.
Structural engineer: SOM/Houston. Land-
scape architect: SOM/Chicago. General
contractor: Austin Commercial Inc. Inte-
rior design: SOM/Houston.

LTV Center, Dallas (page 50). Architect:
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill/Houston.
Principal in charge: Richard Keating, FAIA.
Project manager: Gary Janssen. Electrical
and mechanical engineer: Purdy-McGuire
Inc. Structural engineer: SOM/Houston.
Landscape architect: Myrick, Newman,
Dahlberg Partnen Inc. General contractor:
Avery Mays Construction. Interior design:
SOM/Houston.

Horton Plaza, San Diego (page 66).
Architect: The Jerde Partnership Inc., Los
Angeles. Principal in charge: Jon A. Jerde,
AIA. Project manager: R. Scott Aishton,
AIA. Electrical engineer: Store, Mata'
kovich & Wolfberg. Mechanical engineer:
David Chen & Associates. Structural
engineer: Robert Englekirk Inc. Civil
engineer: Paller Roberts Engineering.
Landscape architect: Wimmer/Yamada &
Associates. General contractor: Nu-Hahn.
Interior design: The Jerde Partnership Inc.

continued on page 136

Autodesk Inc., Autocad € N N
Auto-trol, Series 50Oo 256 * N
Cascade Graphics, Atlas 256 + Y
Generic Software, Generic CAD 256 # N
lBM, Microcadam 20o N Y
Innovative Data, Macdraft 1 - N
lsicad (formerly Calcomp), Cadvance 255 N N
Mega CADD, Design Board Professional 50 # Y
Microtecture Corp., Datacard 1,O0o # N
Point Line Co., Point Line CAD 40 N Y
Sigma Design, Arris € N N
SKOK Systems Inc., Drawbase 256 N Y
Versacad, Versacad Advanced 250 # N

Can view two files at once

Stored as separate tiles

Views up to f ive files

Plots up to 1oo layers

Accesses up to 16 templates

tNamed files may also be numbered. @ Unlimited number of layers.

Haruard University
Graduate School of Design

FACULTY POSITIONS BEGINNING ACADEMIC YEAR 1988.89

URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN

The Department 0l Urban Planning and Design seeks t0 lill two positions in the coming
year

The first is for a person qualified to ofter graduate level instruction in urban design,

including both teaching design in studio and giving lectures or advanced seminar courses

in the theory ol urban design or topics related to urban design practice. This position

may be filled at either the assistant 0r associate professor levels (full-time). Applicants

should have a professional accredited degree in Architecture, Landscape Architecture

or Urban Design, a distinguished record in research 0r practice, and experience 0r strong

promise ol excellence in teaching.

The second positi0n is for a person qualilied t0 teach graduate leuel real estate

devel1pnent and tinance. This p0sition will be filled at the assistant professor level

(lull-time) and applicants should have completed a Ph.D. or the equivalent in planning,

economics, business, design, 0r a related field and have demonstrated, 0r have a str0ng

promise of, excellence in both research and teaching. Candidates with a background in

design and an understanding 0f the public and private sectors' perspective 0n development

are preferred.

APPLICATIONS

Applications l0r all positions in the Faculty 0f Design should be made on lorms available

in Gund Hall 303 at the Graduate School 0t Design. They should be addressed as follows:

APPointments Committee
Graduate School ol Design

Gund Hall 303
48 Quincy Street

Cambridge, MA 021 38
(Attention: Assistant Dean Lawrence Watson)

Aoplications should be received by February 5, 1988 and applicants should not send dossiers

with initial applications. Harvard is an Equal 0pportunity/Affirmative Action employer'

Harvard University
Graduate School of Design

FACULTY POSITIONS BEGINNING ACADEMIC YEAR 1988-89

ARCHITECTURE

The Deoartment 0f Architecture seeks to fill positions In the coming yea|

C0IVIPUTER-AIDED ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN: A position at the level 0l Assistant

Prolessor is available for a person qualified t0 offer graduate level instruction in the

field 0f computeraided architectural design (CAD). Responsibilities will include teaching,

a high level of research 0r creative design work, and administration, Teaching duties
will include offering introductory instruction in programming, CAD and general computational

skills, participating with other faculty members in studio or technical courses, and otlering

seminars 0n chosen advanced topics. Preference will be given to candidates with advanced

scholastic preparati0n, as well as teaching experience, and a record 0l research 0r practice

in the c0mputeFaided architectural design field.

BUILDING CONSTBUCTION AND t)ESIGN/EUILDING CONSTRUCTION: POSitiONS At thc

level ol Assistant Protessor 0r Associate Professor are available in Building Construction

and in Architectural Design/Building Construction lor the lall 0l 1988. Responsibilities

lor persons qualilied in Building Construction will include teaching introductory and advanced

courses in building constructi0n, and consulting in design studies. Responsibilities for
persons qualified in Architectural oesign will include teaching building constructi0n and

otfering design studio in lieu 0t consultation in studios. Persons holding these appointments

would be expected t0 conduct research or teach design studio in the areas of their

exoertise, participate in the continuing development of the GSD Laboratory for construction

Technology, and prepare teachlng materials for Instruction in this area.

APPLICATIONS

Applications lor all positions in the Faculty of Design should be made on f0rms available

in Gund Hall 303 at the Graduate School 0f Design, They should be addressed as follows:

Aooointments Committee
Graduate School of Design

Gund Hall 303
48 Quincy Street

Cambridge, lVlA 02138
(Attention: Assistant Dean Lawrence Watson)

A00lications should be received by February 5, 1988. Applicants should not send

dossiers with initial applicati0ns. Harvard is an Equal 0pportunity/Alfirmative Acti0n

empl0yer,
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Oneof the
fw things on earttl
thatcan reproduce

betterflran
CIearprintEE.

hen it comes to reproducing an origi-
nal, you'll have to go to great lengths
to beat the quality of Clearprint EE
vellum for electrostatic copiers.

You can mahe permanent, transparent and
reproducible copies that are literally "second
originalsl'Thats because EE enhances the line
quality and improves the clarity of most draw-
ings. Its designed for engineering-size electro-
static copiers lihe the Xerox@gO8ol' Xerox g5t0l'
Shacoho 36 Screen and the Shacoh 9gO.

Clearprint EE is manufactured of too% new
cotton fiber and treated with the same proprie-
tary process as our standard vellum. Additional
processing ensures exceptional reproductions,
as well as unsurpassed drafting, erasing and
handling characteristics. Whats more, EE won't
crach or discolor. And it comes in rolls and
sheets in 16- and 2O-pound weights.

Try EE with no obligation. Return the coupon
and we'll send you a sample. Quich as a bunny.
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Circle 71 on information card



Codex World Headquarters Building, Can-
ton, Mass. (page72). Architect: Koetter
Kim & Associates, Boston. Partners in
charge: Fred Koetter, AIA; Susie Kim.
Team leaders: Kent Knight, Mark Chen.
Competition project team: Neil Denari,
James Favaro, Deborah Fennick, Sophia
Gruzdys, Steve Johnson, Steve Moseq Car-
olyn Rufo, Kelly Wilson. Production proj-
ect team: Ken Bishop, Kathy Busch,
Charles Carlin, Greg Conyngham, John
Hathaway, Linda Hockett, Steve Johnson,
Myles Katz, Ioannis Kythreotis, Tom Peter-
man, Lois Rosenblum, Augie Shaefer,
Craig Spangler, Terry Steelman, William
Tecu, Wilven Van Campen. Electrical and
mechanical engineer: Flack & Kurtz.
Structural engineer: LeMessurier Asso-
ciates/SCl. Landscape architect: Hanna/
Olin Ltd. General contractor: Turner Con-
struction Co. Space planning and interior
design: Carol Fippin, Inc.

Austin Systems Center, Schlumberyer Well
Services, Austin,, Tex. (page 78). Archt
te c t : Barnstone / Jac kson (j o int ve nture ),
Austin, Tbx. Princ\pals in charge: Howard
Barnstone, FAIA; Robert Jackson, AIA.
Project manager: Daniel International
Corp. General service manager: John War-
ren. Facilities manager: Saleem Jehangir.
Design team: Howard Barnstone, FAIA,
Robert Jackson, AIA, Lee Gros, AIA,
Alan Schumann, Mario Sanchez, Robert
Floan, Randy Maxwell, Rudy Colby, Peter
Green, Rick Lewis, Richard Segars, AIA,

Jim Wilson. Mechanical and electrical
engineer: Thomas Lightfoot & Associates
Inc. Structural engineer: Luis Lemus Con-
sulting Engineers Inc. landscape architect:
Robert Anderson, ASLA. Interior design:
ISD Inc. Communications: Jancom Inc.
Roofing consultant: Kent Chatagnier.
Acoustics and A/V: JRR Inc. Civil
engineer: URS Inc.; Espey Huston.

Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.,
Bloomfield, Conn. (page 82). Architect:
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill/New York
City. Partner in charge: William S. Brown,
AIA. Partner in charge of design: Gordon
Bunshaft, FAIA. Project managers: Edward
J. Mathews, AIA (Phase I); Allan Labie
(Phase II). Job captains; Roger Radford,
AIA (Phase I and II); Allan Labie (Phase

I); Natalie de Blois, FAIA (Phase I). Elec-
trical and mechanical engineer: Syska &
Hennessy. Structural engineer: Weiskopf
& Pickworth. l,andscape architect: Joanna
C. Diman. General contractor: Tlrrner
Construction Co. Interior desisn: Knoll
Associates/SOM.

Pacific Bell Administrative Complex' San
Ramon, Calif. (page 85). Architect:
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill/San Fran-
crsco. Project partner: Robert Armsby,
AIA. Design partner: Richard Foster, AIA.
Project managers: Ed McCrary, FAIA;
Christopher Raket AIA. Electrical,
mechanical, and structural engineer: SOM/
San Francisco. Landscape architect:

Michael Painter & Associates. General
contractor: Swinerton & Walberg Co. Inte-
rior design: SOM/San Francisco. Architec-
tural designers: Tom McMillan, AIA; Brian
Lee, AIA. lnterior design: Marcia Pack-
lick. Interior architect: Stanford Hughes,
AIA. Graphic design: Margaret Kays. Job
captains: Walt Sonnichson, Michael Wil-
son, AIA. Senior structural engineer: Navin
Amin. Senior mechanical engineer: Carl
Jordan. Senior electrical engineer: John
Schuitema. Client: Pacific Bell.

Rochester Riverside Convention Center,
Rochester, N.Y. (page 88). Architect:
James Stewart Polshek & Partners, New
York City. Partner in charge of design:
James Stewart Polshek, FAIA. Partner in
charge: Joseph L. Fleischet AIA. Design
associate: James Garrison, AIA. Asso-
ciates: James R. Gainfort, Sara E. Caples,
AIA. Associate architects: Skoler & Lee,
Architects; the DeWolff Partnership;
Sear Brown & Associates. Structural
engineers: Tor, Shapiro Associates and
The Geiger Group. Associate structural
engineer: Salmon Associates. Mechani-
cal engineer: Kallen & Lemelson. Associ-
ate mechanical engineer: Wallace Johnson
Associates. Landscape: Kotz & Schneider.
Acoustics: Peter George Associates. Light-
ing: Howard Brandeton Lighting Design.
Graphics: Kaeser and Wilson Design.
Bridge engineer: J.P. Stopen Engineering
Partners. Soils engineer: Raamot Associ-
ates. fl
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The newsurface
anodrrndcan't match.

{,1$

;;':ii

What you see here is a brand new building material. Commcoat'u
Flurodize@ Coil.

The remarkable finish is made by bonding a Flurodize coating
to our finest aluminum substrate, right in our rolling mill.

Commcoat looks a lot like anodized aluminum. Only better.
And it comes in seven exciting colors. (Extrusions, too.)

For a price no higher than
anodized.

But the difference is, Commcoat
Flurodize Coil keeps on looking good

year after year. With far less weathering fading or staining than
anodized.

Nor does its color vary from panel to panel. Or crack when
sharply bent.

To get your hands on some, call any of these distributors:
Petersen Aluminum Corporation, Wrisco Industries or Iddal M6tal

Inc. Laminated panels are produced
by Alucobond Technologies.

Or call us at 1 (800) 556-1234,8xt.174.
In California, 1 (800) 44I-2345,Ext.174.

COMMOIW\IEALTH
ALUMINUM

Commcoatisatademark ol CommonweahhAluminum Corp. Fturodize isaregisteredfademarkot DeSolo, Inc

Ci-^l^ ?( ^^ :-{^--^+l^- ^^--l



New York's
architects
haue reseruations
for you
inNewYork

They have reserved a table for
drinks at the Four Seasons, and per-

sonal tours of the Seagram Building

and AT&T World Headquarters with
Philip Johnson, FAIA, and John

Burgee, FAIA.

They have reserved the Statue of
Liberty for your private tour with
the architects who restored her.

They've reserved a cruise around

Manhattan lsland, with Brendan

Gill, Hon. AlA, as your cruise guide.

They've reserved the Guggenheim

Museum and Charles Gwathmey,

FAIA, who will show you what he's

been planning for this landmark.

They've reserved the offices of New

York City's bestknown architects,

where you are cordially invited for
cocktails and conversation.

They've reserved orchestra-seating

for the three honest shows on

Broadway.

Anach business card or fill in belour

and send to:

Address

City

Telephone

lf you want reserr,ations for th
any of the more than 100 othe

exclusive tours and special eve

arranged by the architects of I
New York Capter/AlA...
You need reservations.

And you'd better make them r
before 50,000 other architects

the same idea.

ArAilYC88!
The American lnstitute of Arcl

1735 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC 20006

State, Zip

Today's date



AGRMTWOI{
,SIV'T HUI. M]CH YOU SPEIUD,
TT'S HUT M(ICH YOU SillE,

.$7ho 
ever said that you have to spend a lot of money

have the time of your life on vacation? 'When you
Loose the AIA Thavel Service as your one travel source
is yea_r, your savings is guaranteed.Just like your good
ne. That's why Thans National Thavel has put togeiher the
A 1988 Vorld Vacations guide, a free catalogof savings
tt can mean hundreds of dollars off world-class travel.
From the funloving people of AustraliaandNew zealandto the
pical warmth of Hawaii, the royal maf esty of the British Isles and
:land to the unsolved mysteries of the orient, you can expefi top-
ed accommodations. sumptuous banquets. Local guides and friendly

escorts. Each of the trips featured in the

tinglalk on lbe SldnE
ra House.

guide offers exceptio nal travel experiences
while saving you valuable travel dollars.

And saving you precious travel time.
Everything has been arranged for you,
whether you cruise Alaska or tour
China. Safari in Africa or sail the panama
Canal. From the moment vou take off until
ylure home again, youte pampered. \7eVe thought
of everything just because youre an AIA member.
r send for our FREE catalog of savings today And ger more infor-
mation on all the great travelbuys the AIA Tfavel service has to
offer. Isnt it about time you got the most for your travel dollar?

1-500-262-0123
AIA 1988 World Vacations
Send me my FREE Tiravel Catalog

Name

Address

City State- Zip_
Phone (-- )

Send to:
AIA Tiavel Service
c/o Tlans National Thavel
PO. Box 27 2 Back Bay Annex
Boston, Massachusetts O2ll7 -999O

A Jeuel oJ tbe
Panama Canal

Thai dancr in Banghoh.

Deliccle prctuafrom
Hauaiil rich t)ohanic soil.



DON'T
KEEP IT

TO
YOURSELF!

ORDER
REPRINTS
of articles that have

apryared in

ARCHNECIURD,
Minimum

Print Order:

100 copies
Call or write for a
price quotation:

(2021 626-7451

Cynthia Kellar Duck
1735 New York Ave., NW
washington, DC 20006
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Michael J. Davin
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Jesse Sims
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Cynthia Kellar Drick
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PRODUCT NTORMATION

The manufacturers listed below are advertisers in this issue who are anxious to provide

you with their latest product information and literature for your_planning needs. To

ieceive this helpful information, just circle the appropriate numbers on the adjacent

self-addressed, postage-paid response card'

Andersen Windows. 64-page picture book
and technical catalog designed to show
dramatic range of commercial installations.

Circle No. 30

Armstrong. Syllables@- a collection of
highly decorative, in-relief acoustical ceil-
ing systems, with distinctly different panel
designs. Circle No. l

Armstrong. Corrugated Crossgated intro-
duces a striking ribbed look to acoustical
ceiling design. Call l-800-233-2823.

Circle No. 3

Armstrong. Second Look@/Bull Nose
acoustical ceilings. Cuts through the clut-
ter of commodity ceilings. Circle No. 2

Associated Constructors and Engineers.
Install prefabricated concrete structures
for a number of end users. Circle No. 57

Chicago Faucet. 75th anniversary of its
introduction of the Quarturn Operating
Unit. Send for the latest full{ine catalog.

Circle no.78

Gardco Lighting. A soft glowing form with
high performance down-light and a refined
landscape element. Circle No. 79

Haven-Busch. Need to span 500 feet or
more? Choose from several products to
meet your desigrr challaege. Free brochures
and estimates. Circle No. 65

Humane Equipment. Guaranteed ROOF-
GARD* pads in five sizes and three thick-
nesses provide economical roof protection.

Circle No. 26

Libbey-Owens Ford. ECLIPSE@ refl ective
glass offers incredible design freedom to
create building facades. Send for product
literature. Circle No. 63

Morton-Thiokol Inc. Joint Design Digest:
LP@ polysulfide-based joint sealants for
metal curtain walls, concrete/masonry
constructlon. Circle No. 20

Rhone Poulenc. Rhodorsil@ for weather-
sealing and Rhodorsil 90@ for structural
glazing for high-tech assignments.

Circle No. 27

Sloan Valve Co. Royal, Dolphin, Crown,
Naval, Flush Valves; deadpan washers; vac-
uum breakers; electronic lavatory and sink
faucets. Circle No. 78

Spacesaver. High-density mobile storage
systems increase storage capacity by 100
percent, eliminate off-site storage, and
make room for growth. Circle No. 60

U.S. Brick/Real Brick. Send for free sam-
ple and brochure on U.S. Brick Systems.

Circle No.58

Mnyl Plastics. Solid vinyl tile floor cover-
ing and vinyl and rubber wall base pro-
vide innovative answers to floorins needs.
Send for new catalog. Circle No. 90



I should have
specified Sloan

the first time.
Oo

d

dependable operation. Consistently. Anci with only,
minimal, routine maintenance, Sloan flushometers

*-

He thought he was finished with this job. But the
non-Sloan ilush valves he originalll, specified dicin.t
u'ork rifht Thcy kept pulling loose aitt e stop and
ll'r iul{_111 t .sta1, in aeljustment. They leaked at the
nandle. at the main seal. and they,were impossible to
regulate.

It's true he saved the building owner a few dollars
on the substitute valves. But tl-Lat really cloesn.t mean
much now. All of the valves havc to beirplaced, anci
he's right back u'here hc started. \Vith une irpo.unt
exception, ofcourse.

, Th,is time hc spce ified Sloan llushometers, what he
sn(,uld ha\'( done in the first place. [_'nlike substitute
valves, Sloan flushometers are brilt to lasi. Anci last.

In fact, today'an increasinf number of builclings
equipped with substitute products are being refitTed
wi t h Sl oan ll u sh ometers.'Be.au.sc Sl oan:s,'u gg..t,
tamper-prooi flush valve desi{n assures quiet,

say's "Sloan," there's no telling
how much time or money it will
take to get the job done right.
So wh1'take a gamble on look-alike
products? f'ut the odds in your
favor, and speci['Sloan. The first
trme.

1051)0 Scyrriour Avcnue lranktin park. L 60131

A Tradition ol'Qualitg and pride

Circle 78 on inlormation carcl




